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Stude nts sit poolside during a past spring brea k event sponsored by Lynn.
This year. the university is set to host another series of events to kick sta rt the
brea k. LU Photo .
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LIFE AT LYNN
LYNN STUDENTS TO GIVE BACK OVER BREAK
The Center For Student Involvement Hosts Alternative Break
By SYDNEY LEPSELTER
Staff Writer
From March 5-9, Lynn's Center for
Student Involvement (CSI} will be
hosting an "alternative spring break"
in Key West where students can
volunteer with Habitat for Humanity.
Although many students on spring
break have earned a reputation for
lounging on beaches across the
nation, some students at Lynn are
choosing to make a positive impact
during their time off. The alternative
spring break seeks to organize a
plethora of activities that will allow
students to assist those in need.
"By attending our alternative
spring break trip to Key West to work
with Habitat for Humanity, students
can shut out the noise from the daily
grind while also engaging with the
community," said Jaclyn Kuwik,
coordinator at CSI. "We will be doing
things like constructing a home,
[as well as] painting and working
with the [Habitat's efforts] . Through
participating in service, this group of
students can easily bond and create
new friendships."
CSI invites any and all Lynn
students to unwind from the stress of
daily student life by working along
side new people for the greater
good of another community.
"I believe in the service philosophy
that focuses on the individual being
a part of the whole," said Kuwik.
"By engaging with others, we are
leveraging our talents, time and
privilege."
Those who participate will also
experience the c ulture of the island
via a trip out on the water. This small
excursion will ta ke place on a glass
bottom boat.

"It's important to learn about
the community with which
you are engaging in service,
and I think that by having fun
in the community, students will
get to connect more to it and
appreciate their work even
more," said Kuwik. "We are
going to have a great time in
Key West!"
For $50, participants wrll
receive transportation to
and from Key West, rooming
accommodations for three
days' worth of service, and
some meals.
"(I hope that] students will
learn from this experience
while also gaining a sense of
appreciation," said Kuwik. "I
believe that this will be a fun
way to engage in reciprocal
service."
For more information or to
register, students can contact
Jaclyn Kuwik at JKuwik@Lynn.
edu.

Above: The Center for Stud ent Involvement jo ins other Lynn orga niza tions in p ro viding
studen ts with the opportunity to give back. I LU Photos.
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SPRING BREAK SAFETY WEEK RETURNS TO LYNN,
Faculty, Staff And Students Gather For Campus Safety
By ADAM YURKIEWITZ
and BRIAN MARTIN
Editor & Web Coordinator
With Spring Break just around
the corner, Lynn wants to ensure
that students know the "dos" and
the "donts" of having fun and
staying safe over break. Spring
Break Safety Week, hosted by Lynn
each year, seeks to teach students
the ways in which they can keep
safety a top priority while enjoying
their time off.
The activities began Monday,
Feb. 27 and will continue until
Thursday, March 2. The week long
program is designed to highlight
the dangers that may occur over
the course of spring break.
The lessons demonstrated
throughout the week are designed
to provide students with an

educational experience pertaining
to safety and well-being .
"The purpose of the week is
to raise awareness about being
safe during spring break," said
Gail DeCina, substance abuse
prevention and treatment
specialist in the university's
counseling center. "[Topics
include] alcohol and other drugs
in general, as well as the mi;><ing of
alcohol with other drugs, alcohol
poisoning, the effects of alcohol on
the body, seatbelt safety, drinking
and driving and alcohol and sex/
sexual assault education ."
On Wednesday, students will
have the opportunity to gather
at the Perper Plaza (if raining,
event will be held in the Student
Center lobby}, to participate in
activities focused on the effects
of alcohol. A presentation of fake

IDs will be given, along with a field
sobriety test activity to simulate the
effects of driving while under the
influence, sponsored by the law
and justice club.

"THE PURPOSE
OF THIS WEEK
IS TO RAISE
AWARENESS
ABOUT BEING
SAFE DURING
SPRING BREAK,"
- Gail DeCina, substance
abuse specialist.

Above: During a past sa fety week event, stud e nts w itnessed th e d e vastating co nseq uenc es of drunk-driving first hand . LU Ph o t o.
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STORY
ENCOURAGING STUDENTS TO STAY IN CONTROL
Activities And Presentations Before Spring Break Kicks Off

Above (L) : Stude nts learn t h e effects of a lco h ol on coord inatio n w h ile try in g t o t oss a ping pong ball into plastic c ups.
A bove (righ t} : A stu den t at a past even t a ttempts to pass a fie ld sobriety tes t while wearing beer goggles. LU Pho t os .

"Hopefully, they get information that occurs before spring break
which informs them about the risks [came from the fact that] there
and consequences associated are unfortunately [many) alcoholwith alcohol and other drugs and related tragedies that occur
how to b e safe," said DeCina.
during this time with college
Other aspects of the week students." sa id DeCina.
include informational presentations
As Spring Break Safety Week
that cover travel precautions for comes to a close. faculty. staff
those traveling over break, as w ell and students are reminded
as stimulator rides that enc ourage to take caution in all planned
safe driving habits and discourage a c tivities and c oinciding travels
unsafe prac tices like drin king while d uring the w eek of spring break,
under the influence.
as many students from many
Organizations like Living Skills universities will be off as well.
in the Schools. help sponsor the Spring break is a time to rest from
event. bringing in presenters to talk daily studies. but in order to have
about their p e rsonal exp erie nc es a truly wonderful spring break.
with substance abuse and the one must be safe while having
c oinciding dangers.
fun. keeping in mind what was
"The idea of wanting to provide presented d uring Spring Brea k
an educ ational event for students Safety Week.

Ab ove: Simulations allo w students to experience
driving under the influenc e. LU Photo.
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ENTERTAINMENT
READERS' GUIDE TO A STREAMING VACATION
The Top Binge-Worthy Netflix Shows For A Spring Break Indoors
By HADASSA DELHOMME
Copy Support
If students feel like their vacation
is turning into more of a "staycation" at home this spring break,
they can take some time and
indulge in some of this year's most
popular TV series on Netflix.
Although Netflix is famous for
its wide variety of shows and
movies , shows like "Orange is the
New Black," "Shameless," "The
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
"and the revival of "Friends," have
broken viewing records , enticing
large audiences with their wit,
characters, story lines and readilyavailable content.
To many, "Orange is the New
Black" is not the typical American
program . The show focuses
around the main character Piper
Chapman, who is sentenced
to prison after she was caught
smuggling drugs for a drug lord
with her then- girlfriend, Alex Vause.
Throughout the series, the show
explores how Piper must adjust to
life in prison -especially with all
of the different personalities that

she has to live with during the 15
months of her sentence .
" I love 'Orange is the New
Black,'" said Talia Bernnardo,
student. "I love how they go into
issues that need to be addressed
today."
Critics and viewers alike highlight
the show's ability to takle these
said issues, which include topics
of diversity, sexual orientation and
gender relations, with both humor
and sensibility.
Another one of Netflix's top
'dramadies' among critics and
viewers is "Shameless," which
highlight
socio-economic
relations by tracing the life of a
dysfunctional family and their
abnormal methods of surviving the
modern day. After the death of his
wife, alcoholic single father, Frank
Gallagher, fails to care for his six
children who feel the need to grow
up faster than they should.
"I found 'Shameless' to [have] a
lot of dry humor at first," said Maria
Nieto, student. "But once I really
got into the show, I realized how
great it was ."

Though vastly different from the
two previously mentioned shows,
"The Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt"
and "Friends" are alike in the fact
that they are both feel-good shows
that surround relatable, real life
characters just going through daily
life.
"The Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt" follows the life of Kimmy
Schmidt after she is freed from a
cult led by a man who believed
that the world was going to end.
She eventually finds her way to
New York City and befriends an
aspiring performer named Titus.
"Friends" also takes place in the
Big Apple and follows the trials and
tribulations of six friends through
romance and adult life.
"I loved 'Friends' when I was
younger," said Lauren Tavares,
student. "Now that I get to watch
it over again, I find the situations
even funnier."
Whether in the mood to laugh,
cry or just get really into a show,
Netflix has an endless amount of
programs to make any "staycation" an enjoyable one.

Above from left to right: " Orange is the New Black." "The Unbreakable Kelly Sc hmidt" and "Shameless " are some of the critically acclaimed
shows that viewers can watch on Netflix over spring break. Stock Photos.
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AROUND BOCA
LOCAL ATTRACTIONS FOR ALL TO EXPLORE
South Florida Treats Spring Breakers To A Variety Of Activities
By LAURA GARRIDO
Copy Support
School is out for the week,
which means it is time to relax and
have fun with family and friends.
Conditions are ripe for adventure:
the palm trees are glorious,
beaches are more beautiful than
ever and weather conditions are
borderline perfect. Florida has it all
when it comes to a desired spring
break destination. With so many
options, it is hard to pick just one
South Florida activity to do.
Rapids Water Park is the first
of many popular South Florida
attractions. With 35 water slides,
a wave pool, a relaxing lazy river
and a variety of rides, Rapids Water
Park has something for everyone.
It is the largest water park in the
region with many unique varieties
of attractions to choose from for a
full day of fun for the entire family.
On a local level, the Boca Raton
Museum of Art provides a calmer,
yet just as enjoyable experience .
A day at the museum often
translates to a' day spent with
loved ones for many attendees,
with an environment that provides
a shared learning experience
surrounded by fine art and history.
The Boca Raton Museum of Art
provides a series of cultural, artistic
and intellectual experiences
through a variety of exhibits.
Gumbo Limbo Nature Center
in Boca Raton is another place
to consider that offers a unique
experience. Here, visitors get to
connect with marine life through
a fun and educational experience.
The center not only provides refuge
to a variety of plants and animals,

it also represents a commitment
to protect the valuable natural
resources of the world .
Similarly to Gumbo Limbo, Lion
Country Safari includes animal
displays and encounters, animal
feeding experiences, rides , water
spray grounds and more . As
Florida 's only drive-through safari
and walk-through amusement
park, Lion Country Safari allows
visitors to spend a day surrounded
by over 900 animals .
The Morikami Japanese Garden,
both a museum and a garden,
exhibits Japanese art and artifacts
throughout the year. Featuring
different aspects of Japan's
rich and diverse culture , the
gardens were designed to be a
living exhibit complementing the
museum.
Pinots Palette is a must for
those looking to relax, unwind
and let loose over break. From
date nights to birthdays, Pinots
Palette provides everything
visitors need for a delightfully
fun experience. Customers can
paint a beautiful art piece while
enjoying a delicious drink. Pinots
Palette partners with non-profit
organizations and local charities
to support worthy causes.
For a more adventurous spring ,.
break, Boca Raton Fly Board lets
visitors strap on a jet board , which
is made of pair of jet packs that
supply propulsion to drive the
board through the water. It may
sound hard, but flying a jet board is
actually a lot easier than it seems.
Instructors are known to have
newcomers flying high and diving
deep fairly quickly.

With so many exciting attractions
so close, why go anywhere else
for break this year? Whatever type
of spring break experience Lynn
students are hoping to find this
year, South Florida is the place to
be .

Above: South Florida is home to many
activities for students to enjoy. Stock Photos.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

WOMEN'S

Palm Beach Student Showcase Of Films
3/10 @ 10:30 a.m. I Wold Performance Center

NEXT GAME
SWIMMING National Championship

Date

Time

3/8

All Day

GOLF vs. Barry

3/27

8a.m.

TENNIS vs. Eckerd

3/31

2p.m.

Date

Time

3/6

8a.m.

3/7

11 a.m.

MEN'S
NEXT GAME
GOLF vs. Florida Tech
LACROSSE vs. Wingate
TENNIS vs. Boston U

3/11 lOa.m.

"The Camp"
3/6@ 7:30 p.m. I Wold Performance Center
Career Fair Registration Table
3/14@ 10 a.m. I Lynn Student Center
Senior Salute
3/15@ 11 a.m. I Henke Wing
Yoga And Mindfulness
3/15@ 12 p.m. I A.G. Concert Hall

DOWNLOAD OUR APP

Student Spotlight: Chrlstelle Mehu. graduate assistant
for the College Of International Communication.
hopes to spend spring break attending events that will
Inspire her as an aspiring animator. Staff Photo / A.
Matamoros.

Find us in the opp store or
scan the QR code
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Above: Senior Tyler Curtis was named SSC Player of the Week after his
performance on the field against the Florida Southern Moes during a
weekend tournament hosted late last month. Staff Photo I V. Alvarez.
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ATHLETICS
SWINGING ACES: A STORY OF TRUE RESILIENCE
Former Women's Golfer Shares How Lynn Led To Her Success
By CHRISTINA DIABO
Staff Writer
The last time Ellen Chambers
set foot on Lynn's campus, she
and her team worked together
to win back-to-back national
championships in 2013 and 2014
in women's golf. After graduating
in 2014, Chambers began to take
on the real world and take on her
next step.
Winning a national championship
in collegiate sports is hard enough,
but winning back-to-back
championships is a pure test of
hard work and determination.
"Winning back-to-back national
championships in 2013 and 2014
was probably the highlight of my
time at Lynn," said Chambers. "We
had a lot of success in the 20122013 season and saw some rapid
improvement in our performance.
but headed into nationals that
year against a team that had
won nationals for four consecutive
years. It was neck and neck
the entire four rounds and the
championship came right down
to the final hole."
Moving into the 2013-2014
season was just as rigorous as
the season before, but the girls
established themselves as the
number one team to beat.
"This gave us tremendous
confidence heading into nationals
in 2014 and we ended up winning
by a comfortable margin," said
Chambers. "It was nonetheless a
very special moment to win backto-back national championships
and the best way to end my
c ollege c areer."
Playing collegiate golf has set
up Chambers for success as she
stepped foot on her new path

"I am extremely grateful for
after Lynn.
everything that being both a
"Golf taught me the value of
student and an athlete at Lynn
hard work, persistence and being
has taught me," said Chambers .
resilient, which I found to be very
"The support and encouragement
important in ensuring success in
I
received from my professors and
graduate school and now working
mentors
gave me the confidence
professionally," said Chambers.
to
succeed
in graduate school
"I also learned the importance
and
go
on
to
pursue a professional
of self-belief, setting my goals
career
in
DC
."
high and working unremittingly
to achieve them and
being patient."
An
international
relations
major,
Chambers attended
American University's
School of International
Service and had the
chance to travel and
work in places such as
Jakarta, Indonesia and
Budapest, Hungary.
Now, Chambers works
as a Research Associate
in International Dispute
Resolution
at
an
international law firm in
DC.
However, her plans
have not stopped here.
"Becoming a diplomat
and working for the
Australian
Foreign
Service has always
been an ultimate goal
for me," said Chambers.
"I inte nd to apply to the
Australian Department
of Foreign Affairs and
Trade each year and
hope that one day my
career will head down
this track."
Ultimately, having
Lynn as her starting
place on the game ..._....,.....__.._.....,........_._
board proved to be a
grea t advantage .

Abo ve: Elle n C ham bers and her former team mates
celebrate their bock-to-boc k vic tories in 2013 a nd 20 14.
LU pho tos.
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BE A HERO AND HELP FIGHT CANCER WITH RELAY
Three Universities Prepare For This Year's Relay For Life
By CASSIDY KRUSE
Advertising Manager
No one ever wants to hear the
term "cancer" said in his or her
lifetime. Unfortunately, it is the case
for millions of children and adults
worldwide each day. Cancer, a
word that so many wish they could
delete from their vocabulary, has a
lasting impact on each and every
individual.
The Fighting Knights community
is no different. Each year, students
come together in hopes to one
day have the power to eliminate
the word completely . Lynn
University students make strides at
this by participating in the annual
Relay for Life event.
The American Cancer Society
(ACS) coordinates this event in
more than 5,200 communities

and 20 countries in hopes to take
action to fight the long battles
individuals affected with cancer
have to endure.
On March 31, in partnership
with Florida Atlantic University and
Palm Beach State College, Lynn will
come together on the FAU track
field to remember loved ones who
lost their battles, honor survivors
and raise money and awareness
to help the ACS find a cure:
Diego Ruiz, sophomore, considers
last year's Relay for Life "one of the
most memorable moments of [his]
freshman year."
This year, Ruiz has taken an extra
step for Relay for Life and is in
charge of the Event Lead Team,
the team that organizes the entire
overnight Relay for Life event.
Ruiz encourages all students who
may not have joined yet to sign up.

"We are always ready to take on
one more person to help make a
difference and together we can
fight cancer back," said Ruiz. "The
Relay For Life event is a wonderful
time to promote a positive outlook
on cancer and at how we can all
fight cancer together."

"[RELAY FOR LIFE]
GIVES FUTURE KIDS
MORE OF A CHANCE
TO SURVIVE AND LIVE
A BETTER LIFE."
- Abby Bridgewater,
freshman and a survivor of
childhood cancer.

Jerry Collender, team captain
for the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Relay
team , says it is important to
participate in Relay for Life events
because "cancer is a disease w e
are all affected by, but it shows
how dedicated we are to Relay for
Life and cancer patients."
This will be Collender' s fourth
.Relay for Life event as a Fighting
Knight and wants everyone on
campus to "show up, make
donations, and bring friends so
everyone gets involved! "
"Relay for Life is a great way
to bond with your o rganization
or group of friends while doing
something for a gre at cause,"
said Jaclyn Kuwik, Coordinator for
Student Involvement.
Above: Freshman Abby Bridgewater was diagnosed with cancer at 8 years old and
"All of us have been affected by
now participates in Relay For Life to give other kids the chance to beat cancer like
cancer in some way," said Kuwik.
she d id. I Stock p ho tos.
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STORY
FOR LIFE AND TWO OTHER LOCAL UNIVERSITIES
Event, Taking Place On March 31 At The FAU Track Field
"Relay for Life is a time to reflect, and even pay for surgeries and
celebrate lives and combat this chemotherapy sessions.
This year's Relay for Life
disease together."
Every year. the walk becomes theme is superheroes, so feel
even more important to some free to dress up and help make
students. Abby Bridgewater, strides to eliminate cancer from
freshman, will be walking during everyone's lives.
For students interested in
the survivors' lap. This lap is
designed to honor all survivors who joining the Relay for Life of
are participating in the event, as a Universities of Boca Raton
reminder of their strength.
event, contact Diego Ruiz ~t
"Relay for Life is important to me Druiz@email.lynn.edu or the new
as a survivor of childhood cancer Vice President of Recruitment
because it gives future kids more De'laija Napier at Dnapier@
of a chance to survive and live a email.lynn.edu
better life," says Bridgewater.
Lynn students, faculty and
By supporting one another, organizations are encouraged
having fun and fundraising to help to create or join teams and
ACS find a cure for cancer one donate to the cause by
day, Lynn students are hopeful in visiting www.relayforlife .org/
the mission to allow the community universitysbocafl.
to have a cancer information
center, provide transportation

Top : Jerry Co/lender, captain of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Relay for Ufe team, shows where students c on go in order to register for the event.
Bottom: Illuminated bags circle the track at the event. I Stock Photos.
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OBAMA-ERA INITIATIVE COMES TO ABRUPT END
President Donald J. Trump Repeals Transgender Bathroom Directive
By DARPAN SHAH
Staff Writer
On Feb. 22, President Trump
repealed the Obama-era
directive that allowed transgender
students in public schools to use
bathrooms that correspond with
their gender identity, stating that
the transgender bathroom policy
should be left to the states.
This new directive has angered
civil rights activists while
pleasing conservative groups.
The change in directive by the
Trump administration reignites the
debate on whether guidance
on transgender students' use of
the bathrooms and locker room
facilities is a state or federal rights
issue.
Last year, the Education and
Justice departments said that
public schools no longer need
to abide by the Obama-era
directive instructing them to
allow transgender students to use
bathrooms and locker rooms of
their chosen gender.
That guidance, issued in May,
led to a spate of lawsuits over how
it should be applied, according
to a letter from the departments
being sent to schools nationwide.
Anti-bullying safeguards for
students will not be impacted
by the change, according to
the letter. Transgender rights
advocates, meanwhile, are
vowing to overcome this major
setback.
"We [are] not discouraged at
all and we [are] going to keep
fighting like we have been and
keep fighting for the right thing, 11
said Gavin Grimm, a transgender
teen who sued his Virginia high
school over its bathroom access
policy and whose case is set to
be heard by the Supreme Court
next month.

could continue to emerge
On the other hand, conservatives
because of the change. Officials
are
pra1s1ng
the
Trump
in some states and cities, including
administration's rollback of public
Colorado, Iowa,
Oregon,
school bathroom requirements for
Washington State, San Francisco,
transgender students, saying the
New York City and the District
move corrects a legal overreach
of Columbia, consider denying
by the Obama administration that
transgender people the right to
is best left for states to decide.
use gender identity-appropriate
"This is an issue best solved at the
restrooms as a violation of
state and local level," Education
discrimination laws.
Secretary Betsy DeVos added.
Gay rights groups are clearly
"Schools, communities and families
upset with this latest directive.
can find, and in many cases have
"Such clear action directed at
found, solutions that protect all
children would be a brazen and
students."
shameless attack on hundreds of
Conservative activists who saw
thousands of young Americans
it as the Obama administration
who must already defend
meddling in local matters praised
themselves against schoolyard
the change. Wisconsin state Rep.
bullies, but are ill-equipped to
Jesse Kremer said he was pleased
fight bullies on the floors of their
by the change but still intends
state legislatures and in the
to re-introduce a bill to force
White House," said Mara Keisling,
public school students to use
executive director of the National
bathrooms that correspond with
Center for Transgender Equality.
their birth gender.
Advocates say
federal
law
will still prohibit
discrimination
against students
based on their
gender or sexual
orientation.
"The mother
lions
in
this
country
are
not going to
let
anything
go backward
in transgender
equality because
[it has] been
a
very hard
fight, 11 said Linda
Fishbaugh, the
mother of a
transge nder
Ne w Hampshire
teenager.
Above: Supporters of the trans community march to fight
A patchwork for the rights of transgender people to use their preferred
of state laws bathrooms. / Stock Pho tos.
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AROUND BOCA
GOING GREEN AT THE BOCA GREEN MARKET
The Best Place To Rnd Local, Organic And Seasonal Food In Boca
By LAURA GARRIDO
Staff Writer
With locally grown foods, plants ,
specialty items, fresh flowers ,
cosmetics and more, the Boca
Raton Green Market brings an
experience like no other during
the seasonal opening of many
community farmer's markets.
The Boca Raton Green Market
functions under the premise of
farmer markets, guaranteeing and
offering Palm Beach community
members the freshest produce
and agricultural goods through
direct distribution from grower to
consumer.
Over 45 vendors share fresh
produce, from soaps and lotions,
to organic dog treats. But the
green market is not only a way
to promote a healthy lifestyle, it
also aims to be recognized as a
place where people can gather
and chat over a fresh dessert or a
cup of tea.
Live music , arts and crafts, food
exhibits and community outreach
programs designed by a variety of
organizations, add to the market's
interest. Gracie Molina , beauty
salon business owner, says the
green market is one of her most
anticipated times of the year.
"Out of the many events around
town , I always look forward to
this event," said Molina. "I love
bringing my grandkids and
daughter with me because there is
something for everyone no matter
your age, from music, art to natural
produce ."
Today, many people are more
conscious about what they put into
their bodies. Green markets like the

one seems to be a victory for both
Boca Raton market encourage the
consumers and producers.
community to be health conscious
Those interested have the
and to invest in healthy produce
opportunity to visit the market and
that is grown locally.
enjoy its local produce and goods
Anthony Moberg, a fitness
every Saturday until the end of the
personal trainer, explained why
spring season .
people should not miss the
opportunity to stop by.
"This place is very good in
customer service and very
personable," said Moberg.
"The acai bowl I just ate while
shopping around was simply
amazing! All organic food ,
very clean, everyone should
come and try it!"
Visitors enjoy fresh , organic
produce throughout the
growing season, while helping
to keep small farms viable.
Since produce is harvested
just hours before the markets
are open, produce remains
intensely flavored, juicy and
crisp . However, aside feeding
one's body the right way,
buying locally grown food
conserves energy and other
natural resources.
"This is a perfect time
to buy organic because
it coincides with Florida's
fruit and vegetable harvest
season," said Oakerson . "I
personally love supporting
local farmers , knowing that I
am contributing to the growth
of a beautiful business that
provides its community with
good foods."
In addition , eating locally
grown food makes for
stronger farms and better
communities. However one
looks at it, the dynamic of Above: The Green Market is open every Saturday
green markets such as this to the local commun ity. Staff Photo I L. Garrido
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Career Fair Registration Table
3/13@ 10 a.m. I IBC Lobby

WOMEN'S
NEXT GAME
SOFTBALL

VS.

Maryville

TENNIS vs. Indianapolis
SOFTBALL vs. Saint Leo

Date

Time

3/14

l p .m.

3/15

3 p .m.

3/l 7

3 p.m.

MEN'S
NEXT GAME

Date

TENNIS vs. Auburn Mont.

3/13

2p.m.

BASEBALL vs. Molloy

3/13

3p.m.

BASEBALL @ Seton Hill

3/18

l2p.m.

Time

Career Fair Registration Table
3/14@ 10 a.m. I Lynn Student Center
Senior Salute
3/15@ 11 a.m. I Henke Wing
Yoga and Mindfulness
3/15@ 12 p.m. I AG Concert Hall
Senior Salute
3/16@ 11 a.m. I Henke Wing
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Lynn merchandise was recently spotted at a local Boca
Raton Walmart superstore. / LU Photo.
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LIFE AT LYNN
APPROACHING SCHOOL AND MENTAL HEALTH
A Look At The Ways Students Can Overcome Their Anxiety
By BRIAN MARTIN
Web Coordinator

When it comes to college. stress is a
common factor that many students
experience. Students tend to worry
when it comes to the high demands
that class work and exams sometimes
pose, which may result in a certain
level of stress or anxiety.
As someone who struggles with
anxiety, I have come to realize that
there are ways that I can tame and
control my anxiety, so that it does not
affect my day or my schooling. I felt
it was important to share these tips
with others that may be dealing with
similar issues.
The first tip on my recommendation
list when coping with anxiety is to
think positively. When you feel
overwhelmed with school work, your
thinking may drive you to a negative
place. inhibiting you from dealing
with the situation appropriately.
Thinking this way not only derails your
progress with your work. but it may
also contribute to the onset of panic
attacks .
Eventually, upon the sudden
realization that I can control my mind.
I discovered that if I thought positively
about myself and the situation. my
anxiety would decrease significantly.

Staying positive can help maintain an
optimistic mindset about the situation
at hand, or any situation to follow.
In addition to positive thinking.
another helpful tool when dealing
with anxiety is learning to breath
steadily. Breathing in and out is a
great mechanism to calm the nerves
and the feelings of anxiousness.
especially when overwhelming
circumstances are presented:
Taking deep breaths is a practice
that a lot of people do whenever
they find themselves constrained
within a tight predicament. Proper
breathing exercises can help calm
the brain and the body. serving as a
useful instrument before potentially
stressful situations like an important
interview or class presentation.
I have used a breathing technique
for a variety of situations. from dealing
with the nervousness of confronting
workloads. to coping with every
day stresses. It is a tip that I highly
recommend others explore. as it is as
simple as it is effective.
My final tip, listening to music. is one
that is as enjoyable as is it beneficial
and is a coping mechanism that may
be just as enjoyable for others coping
with anxiety as well. Music is a great
force to help put the mind at ease

in a moment of despair; it is the light
that helps one escape from the dark.
I have used music to help tune
down my anxiety and to concentrate
on schoolwork. It is a great tool to use
as it lowers stress levels, while helping
to maintain concise focus on what
needs to accomplished.
Hopefully these tips can help those
battling anxiety as much as they help
me. Surviving school while striving to
maintain optimal mental health is no
easy feat. However, with the right
mindset and the right tools, anything
is possible for anyone.

Above : Trying these coping skills to deal with anxie ty may he lp provide a more peaceful
way of life both inside a nd outside of th e c lassroom. Stock Ph o tos.
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NEWEST MEN'S BASKETBALL STAR, KEVIN O'BRIEN,
The Latest Player To Join The Men's Basketball Team Ends His
By GIOIA SACCO
Social Media Manager
Just moments before entering
the basketball arena, Kevin O'Brien,
Sante Fe transfer student and rising
basketball star, says a silent prayer.
After his moment of silence and
gratitude, O'Brien walks through the
gym doors and steps onto the court,
tuning out the blasting music and the
announcement that screams, "From
Miami Florida, Number 33, Kevin
O'Brien."
Although intimidating at first
glance, O'Brien's presence slowly
gives way to a smile from anyone
who interacts with the 6'9 prodigy.
Aside from his mantra on court.
O'Brien is simply a basketball player
and student. He approaches his
academics like any other with the
highest regard, studying International
Business with an interest in journalism.

O'Brien began his studies at Lynn
and playing for the team this year
as a transfer student from Santa
Fe College. Playing for the first
time in almost two years, O'Brien
demonstrated everything put it all on
the court, finishing the season as one
of the stronger shooters on this year's
team. Appearing in 21 games overall
in one season, O'Brien averaged 139
rebounds, 13 steals and a tot~I of 236
points.
"Kevin was brought in as a transfer
student with three years to play, to
make a big impact in our program
right away," said Jeff Price, head
coach of the men's basketball team.
"And he has definitely done that. He's
a trail post player and shoots the ball
really well from the perimeter. There
is no question that he has become a
deep threat from beyond the arch."
Starting at the young age of five,
O'Brien found his love for the game

watching his favorite team, the Los
Angeles Lakers, and his two favorite
players of all time, Kobe Bryant and
Shaquille O'Neal. He admired their
moves and ethic. applying what he
saw to himself as a sprouting player.
Playing through his younger years
and into high school. O 'Brien found
inspiration from playing with others
who challenged him, encouraging
him to work harder and get better.
"Ralph Nin was a big guy from
Columbus," said O'Brien, recounting
the names of the players from his
youth that helped shape his ethic.
"He helped me out a lot mentally
and physically. He challenged me
to be the best that I could be and he
saw so much in me even when a lot
of people didn't."
When on the court, Kevin is always
looking to improve himself and to
learn more about the game that
he loves. The coaches of the men's

Ab ove : O'Brien takes to the courts during the men' s basketball SSC Quarterfinals against Rollins College . LU Photo .
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STORY
TAKES BOTH THE COURT AND THE TEAM BY STORM
First Season With Second Record High And Ambition For More

Above {l eft): O ' Brie n sits a lo n gside teammates at the SSC Quarterfinals . Ab ove (right} : O'Brien sh ows off his skills on the
baske t ba ll court and what it truly means to be a Fighting Knight. LU Photos.

basketball team promote hard work
and follow through on commitments.
It is a form of athleticism and
dedication that O'Brien and the
entire team put forth throughout the
season. The effort and the time that is
needed to be a part of a successful
team unit is showcased by all 13
players, O'Brien included.
"Kevin O'Brien works hard and puts
the team first," said Morgan Garrison,
junior. "[He is] really one of the best
teammates [that I have] ever had;.
No matter what, if one of us messes
up, [O'Brien] is the first one off the
bench, clapping for us and talking
to us."
Although the proclaimed "friendly
giant" takes pride in his education
and sport, 0' Brien's lite revolves
around his family, most importantly
his mother. His mother, O'Brien says, is

"Kevin O"Brien
works hard and
puts the team
first; [he is] really
one of the best
teammates [I
have]everhad"
- Morgan Garrison, junior
his backbone and strength. When
asked who was responsible for his
success, 0' Brien pointed to those who
have been there from the beginning
"My mom and my family have
always supported me," said O ' Brien.
"My mom kept me at an even ground.
There were times where I really thought

I wouldn't play again and she always
kept me up. [She] always told me my
time will come and encouraged me
to pray."
"It's such a satisfying feeling when
she comes to the games a nd I had
a really good game," he continued.
"I look into the stands and I can see
how proud she is. That is my reward
for all the time that I've put in, just to
see the smile on her face."
O'Brien is revered by teammates
and peers as the gentle giant who
has helped shaped Lynn 's Basketball
program into what it is today, on and
off the court. Staying committed to
his schoolwork and his teammates,
O'Brien's efforts are shown in
everything that he does.
"I'm a perfectionist," he said. "In
the most imperfect game in the
world."
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FLASHBACK FASHION: FIGHTING KNIGHTS EDmON
Fashion Trends From The 90's Are Starting To Make A Comeback
By BARBARA CALIXTE
Staff Writer
As many students may know,
fashion trends come and go.
The new year, however, featured
a blast from the past with some
nostalgic trends.
Whether one hates them or loves
them. the classic 'mom jean' denim
is back. Weather they come light
washed or high waisted. mom jeans
can be seen on campus today,
paired with an old school band tee
or a simple v-neck.
Chokers, not to be confused
with dog collars. is another tribute
to the 90s decade and come in
assorted colors, designs and fabrics.
Chocker are a key accessory for
many looking to add a statement
or a little bit of sass to certain look.
"I think my favorite trend right
now would be chokers," said
Jasmine Knowles, junior. "They're
super cute, I'm so happy these
made a comeback."
Combat boots, another vintage
trend to make its, way into the 21st
century, can be paired with nearly

anything. These style of footwear
can add an edge to any outfit
while turning heads in the process.
"Combat boots are essential,"
said Kristen Maslow, senior. "Dr.
Martins [shoe distributor] is a
genius."
Keeping with the topic of shoes.
platforms heels have also made
their way back into the limelight.
The sky seems to be the limit with
platform shoes and how they can
be used to spruce up any outfit.
Whether they are worn to bring
out one's inner spice girl, or worn
to add inches to one's frame,
platforms shoes definitely seem
to do the trick. With the help of
celebrity endorsements like that of
Rihanna, platforms have inched
their way to becoming Spring's
hottest trend .
"I was skeptical at first with
my first pair of Rihanna platform
creepers," said Briana Randall,
senior. "But after wearing them and
seeing how stylish they are. I want
to get more!"
As for accessories, round frames
give style connoisseurs some

serious Elton John and John
Lennon vibes. These fun frames
are the perfect way to spice up
prescription glasses for a funky look.
"I love how different they are,"
said Tshaka Dennis , student.
"They're not the average pair of
glasses. so having them makes me
look pretty cool."
In a never ending cycle of
re-surfacing fashion trends, the
styles of the 90s speak volumes for
'fashionistas' today. Whether it is
dawning a pair of worn jeans or.
flashing a brightly colored choker,
the dive into the decades have
only just begun.

Above: Three Lynn students wear some of the ir favorite 1990's fashion trends, pairing ite ms with modern day looks to express the return of
90's style and to pay homage to the past. Staff Photo I B. Calixte.
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AROUND BOCA
THE FIGHT TO SECURE TRIBAL LAND CONTINUES
Judge Won't Stop Construction Of Dakota Access Pipeline
By BLAKE NICHOLSON
Associated Press
A federal judge declined Tuesday
to temporarily stop construction of
the final section of the disputed
Dakota Access oil pipeline, clearing
the way for oil to flow as soon as
next week.
The Standing Rock and
Cheyenne River Sioux had asked
U.S. District Judge James Boasberg
in Washington to direct the Army
Corps of Engineers to withdraw
permission for Texas-based
developer Energy Transfer Partners
to lay pipe under Lake Oahe in
North Dakota. The stretch under the
Missouri River reservoir in southern
North Dakota is the last piece of
construction for the $3.8 billion
pipeline to move North Dakota oil
to Illinois.
The tribes argued that
construction under the lake violates
their right to practice their religion,
which relies on clean water, and
they wanted the work suspended
until the claim could be resolved .
When they filed the lawsuit last
summer, the tribes argued that the
pipeline threatens Native American
cultural sites and their water supply.
Their religion argument was new,
however, and disputed by both the
Corps and the company.
Boasberg in his ruling Tuesday said
the tribes didn't raise the religion
argument in a timely fashion .
"Only once Dakota Access had
built up to the water's edge and the
Corps had granted the easement
(for drilling) to proceed did
Cheyenne River inform defendants
that the pipeline was the realization
of a long-held prophecy about a

Black Snake and that the mere
presence of oil in the pipeline under
the lake bed would interfere with
tribe's members' ability to engage
in important religious practices," the
judge said.
Boasberg said he is likely to allow
the tribes to continue making the
religion argument, though he
doesn't think it's likely to succeed.
"Although the tribe's mernbers
may feel unable to use the water
from Lake Oahe in their religious
ceremonies once the pipeline is
operational, there is no specific ban
on their religious exercise," he said .
The judge's decision came as
American Indians from across the
country gathered in Washington to
protest President Donald Trump's
policies encouraging oil pipelines.
Native Americans are planning four
days of activities including lobbying
lawmakers and culminating in a
march on the White House. Tribal
members and supporters plan to
camp each day on the National
Mall, with tee-pees, a ceremonial
fire, cultural workshops and
speakers.
In February, Boasberg declined
the tribes' request to order an
immediate halt to the pipeline
construction, ruling that as long
as oil wasn't flowing through the
pipeline, there was no imminent
harm to the tribes.
Tribal
attorney
Nicole
Ducheneaux countered in court
documents that the mere existence
of an oil pipeline under the reservoir
the tribes consider to be "sacred
waters" violated their right to
practice their religion.
The court battle isn't over, as no
final decision has been made on

the merits of the tribes' overall claims.
Both tribes also have asked Boasberg
to overturn the federal permission for
the Lake Oahe crossing and to bar
the Corps from granting permission in
the future. The judge won 't rule until
at least April.
The pipeline saga has endured for
months. Hundreds and sometimes
thousands of pipeline opponents
who sided with tribal opposition to
the pipeline camped on federal
land near the drill site for months,
often clashing with police. There
have been about 750 arrests in the
region since August. Authorities last
month closed the camp in advance
of spring flooding season and set up
roadblocks to prevent protesters from
returning.
Work under Lake Oahe had been
held up in the courts until President
Donald Trump last month instructed
the Corps to advance construction.
The Army is involved because its
engineering branch manages the
river and its system of hydroelectric
dams, which is owned by the federal
government.
ETP began drilling under the lake
Feb. 8. Company attorney William
Scherman said in court documents
that the pipeline could be moving
oil as early as March.

Above: Protesters march on. Michael Owen
Baker/AP. This article is courtesy of the Associated
Press. Visit ap.org for more content.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Senior Salute

WOMEN'S
NEXT GAME

3/15@ 11 a.m. I Henke Wing
Date

Time

3/15

3 p.m.

SOFTBALL vs. Saint Leo

3/17

3 p.m.

SOFTBALL vs. Saint Leo

3/18

12 p.m.

TENNIS vs. Indianapolis

Wellness Wednesdays

3/15@ 11 :30 a.m. I Lynn Student Center
Senior Salute

3/16@ 11 a.m. I Henke Wing

MEN'S
NEXT GAME
TENNIS vs. Indianapolis
BASEBALL vs. Adelphi
TENNIS vs. St. Mary's {Tex)

Relay For Life Planning Party
Date

Time

3/15

3p.m.

3/17

3p.m.

3/18

lOa.m.

3/16@ 6 p.m. I IBC Second Floor
Career Fair Registration Table

3/17@ 10 a.m. I Lynn Student Center
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CAREER HELP
BUILD A FULL RESUME WITH LITTLE EXPERIENCE
Students Just Starting Out Can Still Make Impressions
By LAURA GARRIDO
Copy Support

A college student's first job
does not necessarily require job
experience. All it takes is willingness
and a strategic resume structure to
be considered a candidate for any
company.
Ideally, resumes should never
be more than one page long.
According to career experts and
experienced students, It is more
important to be precise then
lengthy. Aside from length. research
into the companied receiving the
applications is just as important to
make an impression when prior work
experience is absent.
"As an undergraduate student. I
always [sent] my resume to a lot of
different companies without even
taking the time to research the
qualifications or job duties," said
Jared Harrison.graduate. "The key
to getting a job is to be detailed
but concise, so that you can show
[employers] you are prepared and
have done your r,esearch."
Students also note that focusing
on one's skills is another step to a
decent resume. Whether one's
skills are acquired from previous
employment positions or other forms
of experience, it is important they are
included.
Gloria Ruiz, senior. shared how
helpful including a set of skills on
her resume was to landing her first
job. "On my first resume. I included
all of the skills that I have gathered
throughout my life," she said. " From
managing social media accounts ,
to being able to lead cheer-leading
choreographies in high school. I
made sure to mention them."

Above: Tutors are available to assist students develop their resumes. Staff Photo/L.
Garrido

Leadership positions from clubs
are readily available to sit individually
and extra-curricular, for example,
with students and prepare them for
are good ways to communicate
job applications.
one's dedication to a specific
Anne Marie Van Casteren,
craft. Indication of membership
coordinator of programming of
to a particular movement or club
student engagement, explained
showcases one's interests. passions
the main purpose of the Hannifan
and abilities.
Center for Career Connections.
Another aspect to resume
"We connect students to internship
development that experienced
opportunities, part-time and full-time
students allude to, is the significance
jobs," she said. "We help them with
of a cover letter. Even if companies
their professional development as
far as their resume, cover letters and
do not specify for one, students
should consider writing cover letters
anything that can get them one step
in order to detail reasons why they " closer to their professional goal."
should be working for the company.
The HCC connects students
The cover letter is a students'
with resources, opportunities
opportunity to expresses why they
and employers who are eagerly
are passionate about the position
searching for anyone interested
and to note personal experiences
in securing a career of meaningful
that may be of relevance.
work, with room for personal and
Lynn provides student the
financial growth.
opportunity develop a resume at
Students can secure a session with
a career coach by visiting the HCC
the Hannifan Center for Career
Connections, where career coaches
today.
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UNIVERSITY PITCHER DISPLAYS EXCELLENCE
Senior Rigo Beltran Finds A Way To Leave A Lasting
By BEN FAGAN
Staff Writer
At 22-years-old, senior pitcher
Rigo Beltran seems to have a
good handle on life. His impact
reaches far beyond a firm
fastball and sharp curve. Beltran
takes great pride in his efforts to
make a positive change in the
community and in the world.
Growing up, Beltran had a
baseball role model right at
home . His father played four
years of Major League Baseball,
and he remembers this time
fondly. "He was my idol growing
up," said Beltran. "I wanted to
be just like him."
He remembers the moment
when it dawned on him that his
father was a big leaguer, "one

baseball and softball players for
day walking into Shea [Stadium],
Miracle League.
after seeing thousands of people
Miracle
League
is
an
and feeling the buzz in the
organization in which players
stadium, it really sank in that my
are paired with kids with
dad was in the big leagues,"
special needs , giving them the
said Beltran. This moment
opportunity to
instilled in him
play baseball
a lifelong love
and passion for
in ways they
may
not
the game of
have had the
baseball.
opportunity
In his second
year at Lynn,
to
do
so
otherwise .
after transferring
" Every
.
.
.
from Broward
- Rigo Beltran, senior Saturday in the
College, Beltran
fall for about
had taken full
two months, we go to Miracle
advantage of life on and off the
League and get the opportunity
field. Besides being one of the
to help children with special
main pitchers for the Fighting
Knights baseball team , Beltran
needs play the game that we all
organizes the participation of
love so much," said Beltran .

"IT REALLY SANK
IN THAT MY DAD
WAS IN THE BIG
LEAGUES,"

Above: Rigo Be ltran (Left) and his father (Right) o n picture day for their respective t eam s. Staff Pho td/ R. Beltran.
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BOTH ON AND OFF THE PITCHING MOUND
Impact On Lynn's Playing Field And For South Florida
In addition to Mirac le League ,
Beltran is co-presiden t of SAAC,
the Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee, an organization in
charge of voting on conference
legislation, as well as providing
a voice for the student-athletes.
SAAC is also involved in several
community service projects,
which includes Caps of Love,
a fund raiser where plastic
bottle caps are collected to
buy wheelchairs for financially
disadvantaged children.
"My biggest project right now,"
said Beltran, "is raising money for
Make-A-Wish Southern Florida ."
Beltran and SAAC are looking
to raise $5,000 by this summer.
The money will go to sponsor
the wish of a child with a lifethreatening medical condition .
SAAC is asking for donations of
any amount. Donations may be
given at a flat rate, or a donor
can place a pledge based on a
Lynn athletics feat, such as home
runs hit, goals scored, free throws

"MY BIGGEST
PROJECT RIGHT
NOW IS RAISING
MONEY FOR
MAKE-A-WISH
SOUTHERN
FLORIDA."
- Beltran

made , among others.
Students
interested
in
helping Beltran and the SAAC

Ab ove: Th e Cop s of Lo v e collectio n a n d do n ation bins. St o ff Photo/ B. Fa gan.

meet the goal can visit www.
is reflective of a growing trend
lynnfightingknights.com, click on
among student athletes who
Inside Athletics and select the
actively participate in ways to
option for SAAC Make-A-Wish.
use their sport as a means to
"This is a great cause for Lynn
connect communit y members
as well as for the community,"
and bridge those affected by
Beltran said . "We need all of .. hardships.
th e he lp w e c an get in order to
In accordance to a passion for
reach our goal."
giving back to his community,
Just as much as baseball is
Belton tries to live life by a quote
rooted deep within Beltran ,
from the great Jac kie Robinson:
so is giving back to the
"A life is not important except
c ommunity. South Florid a serves
for the impact it has on other
a s Beltran's hometown, which
live s." Aside from his athle tic
goa ls, Beltra n urges athletes and
points to th e re ason b e hind his
dedication to give bac k to the
community members strive to get
community.
involve d in making this w orld a
b ett er pla ce.
·
His commitment to giving back
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INTERNATIONAL
GETTING AN EDUCATION IN ANY LOCATION
Students Share Countless Experiences From Studying Abroad
By ASHLAN KELLY
Staff Writer

student to complete
his
degree
in
No matter where students want to
Investment
travel, or what they want to study,
Management.
the Center for Learning Abroad has
Wagner said his trip
all Fighting Knights covered.
across the world
The Center for Learning Abroad,
was an incredible
otherwise known as the CLA. is one
experience and that
of the most well-known student
he would recommend
programs a t the university.
everyone
study
Not only is the Center for Learning
abroad. "I had some
Abroad continuously growing, it is
of the best times of
also one of the most rewarding
my life in Australia,"
J
programs for students to join. Since
said Wagner. "I
Above: Alex Rogoff overlooks Bondi Beach in New South
the CLA launched in 2012, the
have so many good Wales during his time overseas. Staff Photo I A. Kelly.
program has grown and improved
memori es
from
rapidly.
this past semester
Whether students are looking for
"The best part of my experience
abroad."
a short-trip abroad or a full year,
with the study abroad program was
The Center for Learning Abroad
the CLA program makes it possible
definitely having the opportunity
provides over 50 study abroad
for stud e nts to earn college credits
to make lifelong friendships with
programs for students in regions like
from a lmost anywhere throughout
people from around the world," said
Italy, Australia, China, Spain, Ireland,
the world . The price of a semester
Thomas Wagner, junior. "It was also
South Africa and Argentina, just to
at Lynn is equivalent to a semester
really cool getting to experience
name a few.
abroad, however, there are several
a variety of different cultures, firstThis program allows students to
scholarships and financial aid
hand."
experience various cultures, travel
opportunities available to help
Wagner traveled to Australia
the world, network internationally,
cover the costs o f embarking on
this past fall as an undergraduate
learn a new language and most
this journey.
importantly, have a blast earning
"The best part of my study
credits.
abroad experience in Australia was
"The best part of my
traveling to places I never imagined
experience in Spain had to be
I would visit, as well as all of the
the fact that I met so many
people that I met throughout my
people through this program,
journey," said Alex Rogoff, junior. "I
from Lynn, other programs
made many lifelong friends through
in the U.S., as well as the
the proc ess."
native Spaniards," said Jacob
"I had c lass Tuesday, Wednesday
VanLeenen, senior. "I have met
and every other Friday, so I would
some very interesting people and
have 5 day w eekends every other
have learned a lot a bout myself
week," c ontinued Rogoff. "Classes
a long the w a y. It's a lso a lot of
did not take up the full day so I was
fun."
able to get a lot of sight-seeing,
VanLeenen spent this past fall
travel and fun in as well. This
Above: Thomas Wagner snorkeling at Shelly
semester
in
Spain,
finishing
up
his
exp
erience was a mazing, I wish I
Beach in Australia w hile studying abroad.
undergraduate d egree.
Staff Photo I A. Ke lly.
could relive it."
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CAMPUS SAFETY
GUNNING FOR CONCEALMENT CHANGE
A Look At The Debate For Guns On College Campuses

Above: Man y protest against a p ossible law that provides individuals the right to carry concealed guns on college c ampuses. Stock Ph o tos.

By MATT MAZZAMARO
Staff Writer
The debate over gun contro l
in the United States recently
received more fuel from an
already heated fire , when rumors
of a potential law that seeks
to allow individuals to carry
concealed weapons on college
campuses surfaced.
In the United States, there
are currently three types of gun
carrying laws thdt states maintain
for colleges and universities.
The three laws are described as
mandatory, in which guns are
always allowed , institutional in
which campuses can choose
and non-permissive , in which
guns are not allowed . As of 2017,
there will be eight states that
will allow individuals to carry a
registered gun on every college
campus. Those eight states are
Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mississippi,
Wisconsin , Oregon, Texas and
Kansas .
Although these states are the

only ones that allow concealed
jeopardy.
weapons on campus, there
"In a perfect world, guns would
are 22 states that allow the
only hurt bad people when
universities to decide whether
necessary," said David Halprin,
students and faculty can carry
sophomore . "Unfortunately ,
concealed weapons. This is a
in today's day and age , you
topic that has been heavily
can never tell for sure what
debated , mostly outside of the
someone's true intentions are."
realm of college campuses.
For those skeptical about this
However, it is now up to college
law, Sgt. Dina Padovan , a police
students to voice their own
officer in the state of Texas,
thoughts and opinions about it.
reassured citizens that campus
"Obviously, it is our Second
carry is safe .
Amendment right as U.S. citizens
"Concealed carry [means] you
to bear arms , so [that is] already
cannot see it," said Padovan in
clear," sad Molly Zimmerman ,
an interview last August. "So [the]
sophomore . "But when you
bottom line is: you should not see
bring up the thought of young , .· any guns here on this campus ,
unpredictable and immature
unless [it is] a law enforcement
college students being allowed
officer."
to carry actual weapons with
Whether individual agree or
them on college campuses and
disagree with the right to carry
in classrooms, it gets to be a little
concealed weapons on campus ,
[complicated] ."
it is important that students and
This seems to be the shared
fa c ulty v oice these op inions , so
thought of the majority of college
that leaders and lawmakers can
students, as many feel that they
work to create safe t y measures
will be putting their safety in
that are the best for all involved .
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UPCOMING EVENTS

ATHLETICS

Women Today Luncheon
3/18@ 12 p .m. I Henke Wing

WOMEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES
SOFTBALL vs. Saint Leo

Date Time
3/18 12p.m.

SOFTBALL vs. Saint Leo

3/18

2p.m.

TENNIS vs. St. Mary's

3/18

2p.m.

TENNIS vs. Florida Tech

3/19

3p.m .

TENNIS vs. St. Mary's

Date

Time

3/18 lOa.m.

LACROSSE @ Seton Hill

3/18

12p.m .

BASEBALL vs ..Adelphi

3/18

2 p .m.

3/20

4p.m.

LACROSSE @ Walsh

I Wold Theatre

Live At Lynn Reception
3/18 @ 9 p.m. I Wold Theatre
Student Research Association Meeting
3/20 @ 1 p.m. I ASSAF First Floor

MEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES

Brigadoon Production
3/18 @ 2 p .m . and 7:30 p.m.

2017 Bach In The Subways Concert
3/20 @ 7:30 p.m. I AG Concert Hall

DOWNLOAD OUR APP

Chef Garcia delivers
authentic Spanish cuisine to
Lynn diners. LU Photos.

Find us in the opp store or
scan the QR code

www.lynnipulse.org

#WeAre lynn
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ATHLETICS
THE ROAD TO REDEMPTION FOR LYNN LEGEND
Former Fighting Knight Spends Recovery Training At Lynn
By HADASSA DELHOMME
Copy Support

Jean-Marc Alexandre made sure
to leave his mark on Lynn when
he was drafted just as a junior into
Major League Soccer. With his whole
career ahead of him, he was able
to work on his craft on a variety
of platforms. Since leaving Lynn,
Alexandre has played for teams like
Real Salt Lake. San Jose and Orlando
City. Just recently, Alexandre played
first division soccer in Malaysia.
While playing for the Fort
Lauderdale Strikers last summer,
Alexandre suffered a potentially
career-changing injury. In early July
2016, Alexandre tore his medial
and lateral meniscus, in addition to
his previously stressed ACL. "I was
horrified when I was notified of the
injury," said Alexandre. "I knew how
long I would be unable to play
soccer."
On Aug . 28 of last year. Alexandre
underwent a four-hour surgery to
help repair the inner workings of his
knee. He was on,bed rest for two
weeks and was unable to walk
without crutches for a stretched
period of three months. Doctors
said that it would take about eight
months for him to be fully mobile and
able to play soccer.
Alexandre is now in his sixth month
of recovery. "I feel really progressive
about my recovery process," said
Alexandre. "I feel stronger and
stronger each day."
Since his surgery, Alexandre has
come home to his alma mater. Lynn.
and has been able to progress into
playing soccer since his surgery.
"I am grateful to have my
university to fall back on and support

Above : Ale xandre {left) has p layed for a number of professional team s in the time
since his da ys a s a Lynn student and athlete . Stock Ph o to .

me throughout my recovery." said
Alexandre . "I also enjoy learning
about new players and mentoring
them in anyway I can."

this summer at the 2017 Concacaf
Gold Cup. playing with the Haitian
international team.
In addition to his playing career.
he hopes to expand his non-profit
organization. Jean-Marc Alexandre
Soccer Academy, which mentors
young boys in his hometown
of Verrettes, Haiti. by providing
recreational soccer. According to
,. Alexandre. the program aims to
introduce the youth to a life based
on faith .
In the wake of his recovery,
Alexandre also decided to pursue
his Masters' degree in business from
Lynn's online services. Although
- Jean-Marc Aexandre the odds were set against him
throughout the past year. Alexandre
does not plan on slowing down in his
Alexandre is recovering quickly
career and his future goals anytime
and plans to make his soccer debut
soon.

"I WAS HORRIFIED
WHEN I WAS
NOTIFIED OF THE
INJURY. I KNEW
HOW LONG I
WOULD BE UNABLE
TO PLAY."
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COVER
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF COLLABORATE
During Morch, Students Are Encouraged To Do Their Port In A
By CHRISTINA DIABO
Staff Writer
Lynn partakes in civility month,
a month to be kind and civil to
and among others.
March is civility month and
faculty, staff and students are
taking a stand to be kind to one
another.
Late last month, Boca Raton
Mayor Susan Haynie, Dr. Robert
Watson and the Lynn communi ty
kicked off Civility month with
the reading of the civitas
proclamation to encourage
others to join in on acting with
kindness and compromise w hen
interacting with others.
As Mayor Haynie began
reading the proclamation aloud,
there was one thing that lingered
throughout the air: the culture of
the Lynn commun ity.
"I t is kind of the way we have
always done things here at
the university," said President
Kevin Ross. "I am pleased that

highlight why she believes certain
Dr. Watson brought the project
people act out in t he ways that
to Lynn , but it also allows us to
talk about how we operate. We
they do, which ultimately casts a
have lots of people with multiple
burden on the community.
perspectives ."
"When people are angry or
frightened,
"We are here
in the Snyder
many times I
don't believe it
sanctuary and
this was built
is intentional."
for
people
she said . " Bu t it
with all faiths
seems that it is
and beliefs,"
- Dr. Robert Watson human nature
he continued.
to default to
"So we have the physical
that, which is not good. We need
representation of this as well as
to have that awareness and have
our curriculum in the dialogues."
that reset . I hope [that] civility
With the Lynn community
month in Boca Raton certainly
taking a stand to be civil for t he
crea tes th at. "
month of March, the Boca Raton
With the current political
atmosphere, many believe that
community is now urged to join in
on the movement.
the world is divided and that
"We have these intentions
bringing that piece of civility
of being civil for the month of
to the community could only
March," said Mayor Haynie. "I
facilitate positive outcomes .
think it begins with that intention
"The side that is civil always
and I t hink a lot of people don 't
prevails, " said Dr. Robert Watson.
"Step one [is to] bring [civility] to
realize that it is a choice to be
kind, to be civil ."
the community and to make it
part of our culture. Step two [is
The mayor continued to

"THE SIDE THAT
IS CIVIL ALWAYS
PREVAILS."

Above : The event hosted inside Lynn ' s Snyder Sanctuary kicked-off Project Civitas' month of civility, which encourages
students . facult y and community members to have compassion and act ci v il . Ph oto/W. Wayman .
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STORY
WITH COMMUNITY LEADERS FOR TRUE CIVILITY
Community-Wide Project To Promote Compassion And Civility
to] check our actions within the
city and then th e world."
In the upcoming month , Dr.
Watson will be working on a
collection o f nationally televised
civility programs to be produced
at Lynn.
As for the Lynn community ,
students believe that taking part
in this initiative is th e first step in
the right directio n.
"I hope to see everyone be
more civil, even though there
are no serious issues of bigotry at
Lynn, " said Max Casper, president
of the civility club. "I am hap py
that we are doing this and I really
hope [th at] we can continue to
be civil."
"I am hoping [that] we can
continue to build this club,"
he continued. "And that this
organization can become
something much bigger a nd just
grow as a community ."

Above : Students meet with community leaders to discuss ways to promote
civil i ty within the commun i ty . Photo/ w.Wayman .

Above : Council Member Robert Weinroth , President Kev in Ross , Mayor Susan Haynie and Dr . Robert Watson with the
statement that announced the start of Civility month . LU Photo/W. Wayman
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ON CAMPUS
CAREER FAIR RETURNS WITH MUCH ANTICIPATION
What Students Can Expect And How They Can Prepare
By BRIAN MARTIN
Web Coordinator
Many career experts may
agree that it is essential that
college students gain as much
experience as possible in one ' s
field of study before graduation,
which would entail applying for
jobs or internships. Thankfully,
Lynn's Hannifan Center for Career
Connections' upcoming Career
Fair is the perfect place to find
opportunities for experience.
Taking p lace in the Wold
Performing Arts Center on March
21 from 11 a .m. to 1 p.m ., the
event is meant for students to meet
with potential employers for job
opportunities. The fair gives students
a chance to meet with real-world
employers in their area of study.
"The Spring Career Connections
Fair will provide an opportunity for
employers to talk with students
about their organization , the
career field they represent ,
possible internships, and regular
full or part time positions," said
Cameron Gill, ' internship and

employment coordinator at Career
Connections.
Attending this fair can also
have many benefits other
than just looking for a job or
internship. Students can acquire
or improve their networking and
communication skills with important
contacts or potential employers
from a variety of industries and
companies.
.
"There will be 50 employers
present at this event," said Gill. "
Students can learn more about the
employers attending by visiting the
Career Connections office or by
visiting our Facebook page ."
Preparing for life after college is
a critical step for the transition into
the work field . The Career Fair can
be a students ' starting point into
th e work force of their dreams.
"The purpose of this career fair is
to provide students with the tools
and resources to make important
and valuable career decisions, "
said Gill. "During the Career Fair,
students will take important first
steps toward employment by

meeting with employers face to
face to exc hange information."
"Students often struggle with this,
but even though an employer may
ta ke your resume at a job fair, that
doesn 't necessarily make you a
candidate," continued Gill . "For
the employers you target, don 't
just research the company website;
also visit the job listings page and
apply online ."
Advisors at the Office of Career
Connections emphasize the
importance of staying connected ·
and maintaining a relationship
founded at these events, as it is
an essential way tha t students can
guarantee their candidacy for a
position.
" Be prepared to follow up with
th e recruiters soon after you meet
them [by asking] for a business card
and send than k you emails," said
Gill. "If you don' t hear back right
away, that's ok, send another email
or try calling."
Those not registered still have
the opportunity to attend. Visit th e
office for more information.

Above: Students at last year 's career fair hosted by the Office of Career Connections had the opportunity to meet with potential
employers, network with industry leaders and submit their resumes and information. LU Photos.
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ATHLETICS

UPCOMING EVENTS
Bach In ·The Subways
3/20 @ 7:30 p.m. I Henke Wing

WOMEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES
SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atl.
TENNIS @ Nova Southeastern
SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atl.
TENNIS @ Eckerd

Date Time
3/27 6p.m .
3/27

2p.m .

3/28

6p.m.

3/31

2p.m.

MEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES

Time

3/20

4p.m.

BASEBALL @ Florida Tec h

3/24

6p.m .

LACROSSE vs.,Florida Tech

3/25

5p.m.

3/3 1

3p.m .

BASEBALL vs. Rollins

Career Connections Fair
3/21 @ 11 a .m. I Wold Performing Center
KOR Open Meeting
3/21 @ 7:30 p .m . I Henke Wing

Date

LACROSSE @ Walsh

Ownership Market
3/21 @ 11 a.m. I Perper Plaza

Walk In Wednesdays
3/22 @ 2 p.m. I Wold Performing Center

DOWNLOAD OUR APP

Students like Olivia Morris.
digital art and design major.
share their talents and
passions with the university.
Find out more about Morris'
abilities by visiting Lynn's
facebook page. W Photo.
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AROUND BOCA
LOCAL RETAILER WITH AMBITION TO DO MORE
Casual Starfish Brand Is Making A Statement And An Impact
By BEN FAGAN
Staff Writer
Going into its sixth year of
existence, environmentally-friendly
retailer, Casual Starfish. can be
found online and in market shops
like Good Vibes Bungalow and
Good Vibes. Lantana.
Despite its presence in a variety
of markets, Casual Starfish considers
itself a little fish in a large clothingretail pond . On the same token
however, Dean Dietrich, the brand's
founder, along with followers of
the line, know there is more to the
company than just beach clothes
and good vibes. Casual Starfish
maintains a goal to impact the
environment for the better as well.
Their products are American
made and their designs are all
original. The shirts are printed locally
by two Florida print shops. They are
printed on a polyester technical
fabric. which wicks away moisture
and dries quickly.
Casual Starfish campaigns mostly
to women. "Mom~, grandmas. wives
do most of the buying for the men
and boys in their lives," said Dietrich.
" Appealing to them is the key."
After a few years of selling their
products, Dietrich has found that
they are most successful when
selling in person.
" People want to touch and feel.
so when we sell at outdoor markets
we are usually very busy. Our
outdoor market gross sales per day
is up to 50-75 percent over the last
year."
With so many small clothing
companies out there. Casual Starfish
has to separate itself from the pack.
They do that by embracing their

Above : Founder Dean D ietrich seeks to make an im pact with his brand.
Staff Photo/B .Fagan.

having been born in Fort Lauderdale
small business role . They embrace
and grown up in Pompano. He looks
what South Florida is all about as
back on his childhood and always
well as stand for values greater than
simple monetary gain . This attitude
remembers being in or near water.
The way he was raised is what
makes Casual Starfish important to
helped formulate the idea for this
the market and to the South Florida
community.
brand .
" It all came from me and my
Before the culmination of Casual
childhood and the kind of love for
Starfish Brand, Dietrich and his wife,
the environment and the ocean that
Jeanette, would always struggle
my parents put in me," Dietrich said.
to find shirts for their children that
"Deep down. I would much rather
would provide them with adequate
make an impact than money," he
sun protection while being in ocean
said.
waters.
The company recently was
The solution came about as
approved for a nonprofit status .
Dietrich, who works full time for
Hammerhead pool cleaners. was .. Proceeds generated through
producing shirts for the company
the business will be donated to a
handful of organizations including
to give away a t trade shows. The
the Coral Restoration Foundation
shirts gained popularity and turned
and Share the Stoke, which works to
out to be just what he and his wife
collect old surfboards for donations
were looking for. bringing him to a
in less fortunate coastal countries.
seemingly obvious conclusion.
To learn more about Casua l
"If we can't find the stuff. why
Starfish and how the organization
not make our own? " he asked, and
in August 2011. the Casual Starfish
is committed to its core values.
interested readers can visit
brand was born.
casualstarfish.com.
Dietrich is a native of the area ,
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"POSTCARDS FROM PARADISE" PRODUCTION
The Musical Comedy Will Be Preformed For The First
By KAITLYN FRAME
and CALVIN JORDAN
Assistant Editor & Publishing Editor
11

"Postcards from Paradise, a
full-length musical produced
by the College of International
Communication, premieres
tonight at 7:30 p.m . on the main
stage in the Wold Performing Arts
Center.
The show, written by Mickey
James, Sharon Spivey James and
Lynn Professor Emeritus David
Fleisher, features music and lyrics
with contributions from the late
Shel Silverstein. This production of
the musical is directed by Harry
Murphy, professor in the drama
program .
"I am thrilled that our gifted
and hardworking Lynn students
will be introducing Postcards
from Paradise to this area
with the American premiere
at the Wold Performing Arts
Center," said Fleisher. "I am also
fortunate to have the talented
and experienced hand of Harry

Murphy directing all of the various
elements that go into developing
Post cards from Paradise for the
stage ."
In "Postcards," the story follows
a couple named Nancy and Jess
who have decided to venture
south to Key West in search of
unique therapy meant to address
the issues in their marriage .
Though the topic seems heavy at
first mention , the show is a lighthearted comedy meant to· make
fun out of a trip to the Keys .
"Postcards from Paradise
is a creative and fun story of
transformation and growth,
noted Paige Gilson , sophomore
and actress in the role of Gator,
a bartender at the Paradise Bar
in which the story takes place .
Through characters like
lewd Gator, the charismatic
waitress, Lisa , and the grandiose
bar owner, Miguel , the show
maintains its comedic value
throughout the performance .
The trio often makes quick quips
and "snarky" asides regarding
the therapeutic methods used
11

by Rita , Miguel ' s significant other
and the psychologist providing
the unusual service to Nancy and
Jess.
Regardless of the difficulty Rita
encounters as a result of the
interrupting group of three, the
show makes a point of reconciling
the issues in a marriage .
"The musical uses comedy to
shed light on our inability to let
our feelings go and just deal
with our problems . Throughout
the musical. the audience will
see a couple transform as they,
talk out their problems in song ,
dance and-of course-through
postcards, " added Gilson .

"[POSTCARDS]
IS A CREATIVE
AND FUN STORY
OF GROWTH,"
- Paige Gilson, sophomore

Above: Students involved with the production worked daily in preparation for the mus ical ' s debut. Staff Photo/K .Frame .
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STORY
MAKES HIGHLY ANTICIPATED STAGE DEBUT
Time By Lynn Students At The Wold Performing Arts Center

Above: Dancers and cast members work on choreography during rehearsals for the production. Staff Photo/ K. Frame .

Behind the scenes of the
production is a cast of several Lynn
students who are no strangers to
performing on stage .
"This is possibly one of the best
student casts I've ever had,"
mentioned Murphy about his
team of actors. "Th e amount of
collaboration going into the show
amazes me-it makes what I do
very worthwhile ."
Other students have assisted
in the production of the show
by creating choreography,
arranging music and deciding
on visual designs to be used on
stage . All of the cast and most
of the crew will be traveling to
Ireland following the closing
night show to spend a week
in the country learning about
the culture and delivering two
additional performances in
public Irish venues .
"I'm so pumped about getting
to go to Ireland with this cast
because it' II be my first time
going to the country ," said

Torsten Rowell, a senior in the
role of Jess, is sure that audiences
will find "Postcards" at least
moderately entertaining .
"The music in the show covers a
broad span of genres, the scenes
between the songs are pretty
funny to watch and the whole
show is focused around a trip to
paradise. so I'm sure everyone
who comes to watch wil l enjoy
it.
Because the show is an original
piece that has never hit the
stage before . everyone from the
- Professor Harry Murphy
cast and crew to the authors
- and songwriters are hoping it
will entertain audiences both
In addition to tonight's
performance, "Postcards" will
domestically as well as abroad .
run tomorrow at 12:30 p .m. and
"I hope the audience leaves
at 7:30 p .m .; the closing show will
the theater feeling they would
like to immediately pack and go
take place at 7:30 p .m . on Friday.
to Key West ," continued Fleisher.
Tickets are free for members of
the Lynn community and $10
"The tone of Postcards from
for general admission. but upon
Paradise is mostly light-hearted
presentation of a postcard-style
and fun, although there are
invitation. viewers can receive $3
certainly some serious moments
off of general admission tickets.
and songs ."
Danielle Pascullo, freshman
and crew member assisting with
choreography. "I've heard that
they always have a good time
when they go so I'm glad t o be
part of it this time."

"THIS IS POSSIBLY
ONE OF THE BEST
STUDENT CASTS
l'VE EVER HAD,"

II
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LIFE AT LYNN
STEP UP FOR THE FUTURE GENERATION OF LYNN
Student Ambassadors Encourage All To Attend Carnival for ASE
By CASSIDY KRUSE
Advertising Manager

Students across the world are
currently in preparation for their
freshman year at college. With
acceptance letters in the mail,
prospective Fighting Knights are
eager to join the Lynn community a
few months early.
Admitted Student Experience
(ASE) is a two-day, one-night
experience exclusively for accepted
students of the Lynn University class
of 2021 . This program is designed
to allow prospective students the
chance to understand what the Lynn
community is all about.
The overnight experience is
incredibly exciting for both future
and current Fighting Knights as it
allows both parties the opportunity
to meet and get acquainted with
each other prior to next Fall.
"Over the last six years that we
have put on this program. 80 percent
of students that attended ended up
enrolling at Lynn. " said Lisa Mutnick,
administrative assistant of the Office
of Admissions.
This Thursday, March 23 at 6 p.m.
on the Quad. the Student Admission
Ambassadors and Housing and
Residence Life will be hosting a
carnival. All who are interested
in learning more about hosting
students for this year's ASE in April
are encouraged to attend .
The Office of Admissions is currently
looking for current students to register
to become a host for the ASE event.
"As a student host. we are asking
you to let a prospective student
stay overnight in the residence halls
with you. attend a few events and
hang out with your student while

on
campus,"
Mutnick
said .
"Most importantly,
we are asking that
you serve as a
positive role model
to these students
and represent
Lynn University
proudly, you will
play a huge role
in whether or not
these students
decide to attend
Lynn in the Fall,"
she added .
Student
Admission
Ambassadors are
the face of Lynn
for prospective
students. With daily
tours. lunches with
students, Preview
Lynn days and Abo v e : Lynn students ha v e alwa ys celebrated the incoming
ASE, Ambassadors of new students. LU Photo.
are excited for the
carnival to recruit more people to
have the same experience he had.
get involved with Admissions.
"ASE had a huge impact on
"I love working in Admissions so
me because no other school I felt
much is because I am giving another
connected with, you can read
student and family a chance at an
statistics online but coming here
opportunity just like I was given at
allowed me to meet so many people
Lynn by the admissions counselors."
from so many places in less then one
said Olivia
day," Gharabegian said.
Passafaro, junior. "This job is so
The Office of Admissions is
rewarding because by just giving
encouraging all students, not just
someone a tour every day, I am able
ambassadors to sign up to host
to help someone figure out their next
prospective students. This once in
step of their life."
a lifetime opportunity will allow
Some students , like Alex
you to have a lasting impact on a
Gharabegian, freshman. knew right
prospective student.
after last year's ASE that he would be
If interested in hosting a student for
enrolling at Lynn. Gharabegian now
the April ASE. please contact Taryn
serves as an Admissions Ambassador
Hamill in the Office of Admission at
in order to allow more students to
THamill@Lynn .edu .
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AROUND BOCA
A TOUR THAT ALL FOODIES CAN SAVOR FOR
Savor Our City Gives Access To Top Eateries In The City
By WHITNEY SHARPE
Staff Writer
In a city filled with hundreds
of places to grab a bite to eat,
finding the right restaurant can be
a struggle. But with Savor Our City,
this guided tour company brings
culinary adventurers to the best
food and drink eateries that Boca
Raton has to offer.
Founder and C.F.O, or Chief
Foodie Officer, Denise Righetti,
came up with the concept after
successfully orchestrating several
foodie events. Locals and tourists
all turned to Righetti for advice
on where to go and what to do in
Downtown Boca Raton .
Something for everyone is
included on every Savor Our City
culinary tour. Adventurers are
guided to a taste of everything
from coffee shops, wine bars.
bistros and fine dining.
"I love bringing like-minded
people together and introducing
them to new places, new foods,"
said Righetti. "Hopefully, they leave
feeling as if they've learned a little
about the city and made some
new friends."
According to Righetti, People are
seeking food tours when planning
trips and vacations . "[People are]
making a point to come on one
at the beginning of their trip so
[that] they can get the lay of the
land and discover early-on which
places they will return to during
their stay," said Righetti.
Culinary tourism is one of the
fastest growing trends right now,

but Savor Our
City seek to
cater locals as
well.
"We do a
lot of private
group tours,"
said Righetti.
"From people
looking to do
something
different
to
celebrate their
birthday with
a group of
their friends, to
country club
communities
booking
us
for lunch and
dinner tours, to
corporations
using us for
team building
and
client
appreciation
events."
In addition
to the culinary

Above: Savor Our City offers
Photos I w. Sharpe.

tours, Savor Our
City has teamed up with eBikes of
Florida to provide state of the art
electric bike tours. The 2.5 hour
guided tour stops at a local beach
cafe for breakfast or a picnic on
the beach during the lunch tours.
That is not all for this local business.
"We are growing," said Righetti.
"We are expanding to Ft .
Lauderdale and Palm Beach and
are currently looking for interns who
want to be a part of our team" .
On top of the guided tours

a new kind of eating experience. Stoff

offered, Savor Our City is also a
successful food and lifestyle blog .
The media outlet covers restaurant
openings, food and wine festivals,
charity galas and other food and
wine related events.
Those interested in Savor Our City
can find more information regarding
guided tours and featured events by
visiting them online at SavorOurCity.
com. Those who subscribe to the
Savor Our City newsletter will
receive $10 off their first culinary
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ATHLETICS

UPCOMING EVENTS

WOMEN'S

Trivia Night In The Library
3/22 @ 6:30 p.m. I Library (2nd Floor Landing)

UPCOMING MATCHES
GOLF @Barry Women's Inv.
TENNIS @ Nova Southeastern

Date Time
3/27 8a .m .
3/27

3p.m.

SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atlantic

3/27

6p.m.

SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atlantic

3/28

4p.m.

MEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES

Date

Time

BASEBALL @ Florida Tech

3/24

6p.m.

BASEBALL @ Florida Tech

3/25 12p.m.

BASEBALL @ FJorida Tech

3/25

3p.m.

LACROSSE vs. Florida Tech

3/25

5p.m.

less than two weeks ago,
music icon Vanilla Ice came
to campus for the Student
Showcase of Films at the Wold
Center. LU Photos.

Postcards From Paradise Production
3/22, 23, 24 @ 7:30 p.m. I Wold Theater
Sustainability Speaker Series
3/23@ 12 p.m. I Wold Center Lynn Salon
Paradise From Paradise Matinee
3/23@ 12:30 p.m. I Wold Theater
Dean's Showcase No. 3 Concert
3/23@ 7:30 p.m. I AGCH
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INTERNATIONAL
MYANMAR REFUGEES MOST AFFECTED BY BAN
President Trump's Revised Travel Ban Causes Conflict For Burma
By DARPAN SHAH
Staff Writer
Late last week, President Trump's
planned deep cuts in refugee visas
targeted towards six Muslim majority
nations went into effect and the
people most affected by it would
be from Myanmar, according to an
Associated Press analysis.
The order also includes a 55
percent reduction in refugee visa
overall, from a planned 110,000 to
50,000 this year. This means, in some
of the most desperate places in
the world, 60,000 refugee visas are
not going to be issued after all. An
Associated Press analysis of the past
10 years of refugee data suggests
that of these, the highest number of
refugees comes from Myanmar, also
known as Burma, and not from any
of the six nations in the travel ban.
Tin, a Christian Burmese refugee,
along with her husband and five
children, has cleared years of
refugee hurdles to come to the
U.S. Of these include blood tests,
interviews, DNA, , fingerprints and
background checks. Tin carries a
single procession, a well-worn Bible,
and keeps her phone charged for
the U.S. Embassy call.
But the chances of that
happening dropped substantially
when President Trump's 16-page
revised travel ban went into effect
recently. The travel ban bars new
visas for people from the six Muslimmajority countries of Iran, Syria,
Sudan, Somalia, Libya and Yemen
and shuts down America 's refugee
program through mid-July.
Thousands, like Tin and her family,
are Christians who were persecuted
in their native country. They

Above : Myanmar refugees sit with belongings as they awa it relocation . Stock Photo .

expected to resettle before Sep.
in the U.S., a place they consider
home. More than 160,000 Burmese
have settled in the U.S. in the past
decade, more than any other
group, accounting for nearly 25
percent of new U.S. refugees since
2007.
"America is really our fatherland in
terms of religion," said Tin, 38. "They
sent their missionaries to our country
and taught us to be Christians. And
now we had to escape. All we want
is to be safe."
Under an authoritarian regime in
predominantly Buddhist Myanmar;
Christians face religious and
political discrimination. Tin and her
community fled Chin state, where
Human Rights Watch says more
than 90 percent of the residents
were adhering to the tenets of the
American Baptist Church by 2009,
which set them against a military
campaign to elevate Buddhism
above all other religions .
School Teacher Sang , 29, a
Burmese refugee who learned
English as a theology student,

meticulously looked over a copy
of Trump's executive order and
agreed that the U.S. needs to keep
terrorists out.
"We are not terrorists, we are
Christians," Sang said. We will never
be a problem in the United States.
We will get education, we will work
hard. We only seek safe haven."
Tim and Sang are among more
than 100,000 Christian Burmese
refugees forced to flee in recent
years and live out of suitcases in
abject poverty in Malaysia. Their
kids cannot go to school and they
risk deportation or detention if they
try to report a crime .
Trump's "Executive Order
Protecting The Nation From Foreign
Terrorist Entry Into The United States",
says lowering the cap is necessary
to U.S. interests.
"The safety and security of the
American people is our highest
priority," said a State Department
official who provided a statement
of condition of anonymity as he was
not authorized to talk on the record
about it.
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COVER
FEMALES EMPOWERED DURING LYNN LUNCHEON
The Women's Center Welcomes Keynote Speakers To Share
By HADASSA DELHOMME
Copy Support

Early last week, Lynn Un iversity
was home to the fourth annua l
Women of Today luncheon
hosted by the university ' s
Women's Center. The event
featured five key note spea kers
including Dr. Phil Riordan , DJ
Stichez, Myhosi "Josie" Ashton,
Pamela Goodma n and Johanna
Neuman . These speakers focused
on the empowerment of women
and their effec t on soc iety in the
past and today, a relevant topic
in the midst of Women ' s Month .
" It was my priority to create
the women ' s center so that
women on this campus could
have a place to go and feel safe,
empowered and understood, "
said Philip Riordan, vice president
of student affairs. Opening the
program , Riordan spoke freely
on how important the women ' s
cen t er was to him a nd why this

campus and every campus
presiden t of NAACP ' s you th and
in America needs a place
college division in the Florida
spec ifically for female st udents.
st ate confere nce . Stichiz shared
Riordan noted his ambitions
her story and her secrets for
to ensure that every university,
success , which she attributed
specifically the universities that
to w isdom and support she
he has worked
received as a
w ith t hroughout
young woman
his
career,
in school.
opens
and
"We
are
maintains its
women , " said
own women's
Stichiz. "We
center. It was
will
move
this
same
forward, we
amb ition that
will complete
inspired Riordan
every
task
to introduce
ahead [and]
the concept
we will step
of a women's
over
every
center to Lyn n 's
obsta cl e
campus in 2009 .
because we
Among the
are t he women
female speakers
o f today ."
was DJ Sti chiz, a
- Phillip Riordan, student affairs Josie Ashton,
musician , rad io
fea tured
personality,
speaker, was
motivational speaker and former
one of the many in the audience

"IT WAS MY
PRIORITY TO
CREATE THE
WOMEN'S CENTER
SO THAT WOMEN
ON THIS CAMPUS
COULD HAVE A
PLACE TO GO AND
FEEL SAFE."

Abov e : Josi e Ashton l e ads hundreds at the College Brides walk against Dom e stic Violence in Miami. Stock Photos.
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STORY
IN OBSERVANCE OF THIS YEAR'S WOMEN'S MONTH
Inspiring Stories In Efforts To Both Empower And Create Change
that related well to the speech
delivered by her peer.
Ashton made headlines in 2001
when she decided to walk from
her home in New Jersey to Miami.
She was walking in remembrance
of Gladys Ricart, a Dominican
woman who was gunned down
on her wedding day as a result
of a confrontation with her then
ex- boyfriend.
Ashton
recounted
her
experience by detailing the
determination that she had to
transform Ricart's story into a
powerful movement. In her talk,
Ashton reflected on her decision
to quit her daytime job in order to
begin a partnership with centers
for domestic violence victims
and their families and expressed
support for others to make similar
actions.
Throughout the luncheon, each
keynote speaker expressed a
similar goal, to promote female
empowerment and to inspire
change during a time in which
many women feel marginalized
by their nation and by their
government.
"We are 52 'percent of the
population in this country," said
Pamela Goodman, keynote
speaker. "We are not a minority;
we are the majority ."

"WE ARE NOT
THE MINORITY
- WE ARE THE
MAJORITY"

Abo v e: Pamela Goodman , president of the League Of Women Voters
(top) and )Johana Nueman , historian and j ournalist , {bottom) presented
at the l uncheon i n su pport of women right s. Stock Photos .

- Pamela Goodman, speaker lynn.edu/womens-center for
This month celebrates women
and their roles in society. Visit

more information on how to get
involved with the university's
women's center, as well as to

learn more about upcoming
events that support gender
equality and that promote
female empowerment.
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CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT
LYNN STANDOUT MAKES WAVES AT SSCC
Transfer Sophomore Discusses High Goals For Swimming Future
By KAITLIN ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer

International student Loia
Coma has made an impact in
Lynn Athletics in her brief time on
campus already.
Coma, originally from Barcelona,
is a transfer sophomore from
Limestone College . Back in Spain,
Coma was a part of the swimming
club Olot. She was 5-years-old
when she began swimming , "I
started because my sister, who
is two years older than me. was
already swimming. So. I decided
to start as well and swam in the
group with her," said Coma.
Coma came to America to
swim because she wanted to
be a student athlete. " If I stayed
in Spain. I would have to stop
swimming ," said Coma. She
wanted to be able to get her
degree and continue to pursue
her passion of swimming.
Coma
transferred
from
Limestone Col_lege after her
freshman year. She expressed that
th e academics are a bit harder at
Lynn than at Limestone . She also
witnessed that the Limstone swim
team consisted of both boys and
g irls. as opposed to Lynn's all-girl
team. The team at Limestone was
at least twice the size of Lynn's .
Coma's major is sports
management. Looking forward ,
she hopes to stay in the US after
graduation . She expresses a
desire to get a job in the sports
management field anywhere in
America .
Coma is best know for utilizing
the backstroke. Her strongest

Above: Coma puts her best on display while competing at the Sunshine State
Conference Championships this past season . LU Ph otos.

events include the 100 yard
backstroke and 200 yard
backstroke . Overall. her best time
in the 100 yard backstroke and 200
yard version are 58.5 and 2:05.1
respectively.
Coma hopes to improve her

times next season. Ideally, her best
times will occur at the Sunshine
State Conference Championships
next year.
The ultimate end of season goal
for Coma . she says. is to make the
NCAA Dll Na tionals.
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LOCAL
AIR FORCE ONE BECOMES TOURIST ATTRACTION
Iconic Jet Draws The Attention Of Locals Not Far From Protests
By Paige Ellenson
Staff Writer

Above: Air force One is frequently visited by tourists and locals during its weekends in West Palm Beach . Staff Photo/P .Ellenson .

Shannon O'Bryon of West Palm
Beach said it was her daughter's
excitement about aircraft that
brought her to see it in person .
"My daughter. Mia loves it and
she was really excited to come see
it and we live right down the street
so it has been here almost every
weekend and it's entertaining,"
she said . "I think it is going to bring
a lot of attraction, especially to this
area . She's learning a lot and it's
something she will be able to tell her
kids one day.
The 747-200B aircraft, arguably
the most recognizable jet in the
world, is parked just off Southern
Boulevard in front of Atlantic
Aviation at the Palm Beach
International Airport while President
Trump is in town this weekend.
Bearing the words "United States
of America," the presidential seal

and the U.S. flag, it's hard to miss as
people drive by it on Southern.
"It is my first time over here and
it is my first time seeing the plane,"
said Grace Jennifer Wilson, a Boca
Raton resident who is originally from
the Philippines. " "It's just amazing
to see the plane and obviously not
too many people are able to see it
in their life."
This weekend marks the fourth
in five that Trump has returned to
Palm Beach County since his Jan. 20
inauguration as the 45th president.
Just miles to the east, however, a
different scene was playing out as
pro-Trump and anti-Trump protesters
gathered and marched .
But by Air Force One, there was
no talk of blue or red.
"Patriotism has no color," one
bystander said . Another, Aaron
Knight of Stuart, said the Trump is

bringing attention on Palm Beach
County, and he said that is a good
thing .
"It has its positives, negatives,
good and bad," said Knight. "For
them [kids] it is good to see. No
other president has taken so many
frequent trips to the same area,
which is different, but for the fact
that he is here it is making the plane
a big attraction and just seeing this
in our backyard makes it a dynamic
situation and a beautiful thing.
On the outside looking in and
without getting deep into politics
I say it is a good look. Florida is
obviously very popular, but it puts
even a bigger spotlight on Florida
too."

This article was also featured on
mypalmbeachpost.com
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ATHLETICS

UPCOMING EVENTS
Best Buddies Information Meeting
3/28 @ 11 a.m . I Lynn Student Center

WOMEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES
SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atlantic

Date Time
3/27 6p.m.

SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atlantic

3/28

4p.m .

SOFTBALL @ Palm Beach Atlantic

3/28

6p.m .

3/31

2p.m .

TENNIS @ Eckerd

MEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES

Time

3/31

3p.m .

3/31

2p.m.

BASEBALL @ ~ollins

4/1

12p.m .

BASEBALL @ Rollins

4/1

3p.m.

TENNIS @ Eckerd

loulia Nikiforova, Lynn
alum and Russian
native, talks to Lynn
Sight Magazine about
her position as a
financial advisor for
Morgan Stanley ft.
Lauderdale. crediting
much of her success
to both her heritage
and her education at
Lynn. Read her story at
lynn.edu/lynnsight. LU
Photo.

Wellness Wednesdays
3/29 @ 11 :30 a.m. I Lynn Student Center
Japanese Tea Ceremony With Mrs.Mihori
3/29 @ 1 p.m . I Library Second Floor

Date

BASEBALL @ Rollins

Peer Leader Interviews
3/28 @ 1 p .m. I Knight's Court Patio

Relay For Life Planning Party
3/30 @ 6 p.m . I lBC Second Floor
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Above: Following last week's successful debut of Postcards From Paradise.
an original Lynn production. cast and crew members ventured to Ireland to
spend this week performing the show for Irish audiences. LU Photo.
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FACULTY FOCUS
PREPARING LYNN KNIGHTS FOR THEIR FIGHT
Athletic Trainer Andrew Lalli Works Closely With Lynn Athletes
University of Connecticut,
where he earned a
bachelor's of science
Behind every great athlete is a
degree specializing in
great athletic trainer and that is just
athletic training. Then he
what Andrew Lalli is. That is why it is
moved on to the University
no surprise that Lynn is home to one
of Florida where he earned
of the top athletic programs in the
his master' s in applied
nation.
physiology and kinesiology.
Lalli, who is originally from New
Before finding Lynn, Lalli
Milford, Cl fell in love with athletic
worked across the state with
training at a relatively early age. Lalli
Florida Gulf Coast University's
was around athletics in high school,
volleyball, beach volleyball
playing both lacrosse and football,
and cheerleading teams.
but could never rid himself of the injury
This is Lalli's fifth year as
bug.
a certified athletic trainer.
Being hurt gave Lalli the opportunity
Since making
Lynn his
to build great relationships with the
home, Lalli could not be
trainers at his school. He talked with
happier. "I love the small
them about what they did and saw
school environment," said
Above: Andrew Lalli works as an Athletic Trainer in the
the impact that they had on the
Lalli. "I love the relationships Lynn Athletic Department. LU Photo.
athletes each day. Whether that was
I develop with the athletes
It is fair to say that Wake is speaking
rehabilitating them or keeping them
and staff here."
for
just about everyone who interacts
healthy, Lalli fell in love with the idea
After his interview for the open
with Lalli on a daily basis. It is very
of becoming an athletic trainer.
trainer's position, Lalli never thought
hard to fake what Lalli brings each
"It 's a job where I know I'm making
twice that this is where he wanted
day. His desire to help Lynn athletics is
a difference," said Lalli. "That is why
to be. "I remember meeting [the
deeply rooted within him and is clearly
I enjoy it."
head athletic trainer] Sarah, [head
genuine.
Lalli began his quest to become
baseball] Coach Garbs, and Devin,
As much as Lalli loves the job,
an athletic trainer by attending the
the athletic director, and
he
is not too prideful to admit that
thinking 'I really hope I get the
sometimes
it can be a bit taxing.
job,"' said Lalli.
When
the
teams
play on the road,
Lalli takes care of the
Lalli travels with them. This means
women's cross country and
that from time to time, the nights
track team, the women's
are long and the rest is short. It is not
basketball team and the
uncommon for a team to arrive home
baseball team.
as late as 2 a .m. after a road trip.
Lalli loves it at Lynn and the
He feels the hours are the toughest
players love him back. "He
part,
but being the optimist he is Lalli
brings a lot of energy and
said,
"If
that is the worst case scenario
enthusiasm every day," said
of the job, I'll take that ten times out
junior pitcher Jonathan Wake.
of ten."
"He is always willing to help you
Even for people who have no
and he always does. He helps
interest
in athletic training, Andrew
us
get
out
there
to
play
every
Above: Lalli works with many athletes to help maintain
Lalli is a role model for working hard.
their health. Staff Photo/B. Fagan
day."

By BEN FAGAN
Staff Writer
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ALL 4 THEM AND ALL 4 LYNN: SENIOR SHOOTS
Lynn Starting Point Guard Talks About His Biggest Career
By SYDNEY LEPSELTER
Staff Writer
" People say 'he's too small,',
and then I aim to prove them
wrong,"- Marquan Botley, senior.
When you have beat the odds ,
broken records and remained
humble throughout your entire
collegiate career. what do you
do next? For senior and #4
Marquan Botley, the answer is
simple: keep going .
The pattern of success for the
22-year-old point guard does
not seem to be ending any time
soon . Standing at just 5'9 , Botley
has set records and gained a
reputation of being one of the
finest basketball players Lynn
University has ever seen .
Basketball always came easy
for Botley . With an unmatched
passion for the game and the
drive to make it a career. failure

was not in the cards for him.
" Basketball was the number one
priority for me growing up, it was
more than a hobby," said Botley.
"I knew it was what I wanted t o
make a career out of. My plan B
was to make plan A work."
Botley used basketball as a
means to escape th e destitution
that surrounded him in his
hometown of Flin t, Ml as a child.
The birthplace of an aspiring
superstar is poverty strickeh , and
some say the only way to make
it out is possessing the ability to
perform athletically. His parents .
Wanda and Mike Botley, are
the foundation for his support
system, his motivation and his
reason .
"Seeing my parents go to work
everyday definitely pushed me
to be a better basketball player.
It's all related, on and off the
court," said Botley. " When things
went wrong in my personal life,

Above : Batley poses with fellow senior and teammate , Vieux Kande , and Coach
Price during their Senior Night and final home game . LU Photo.

I worked harder so that in the
future my kids won't have the
same prob lems. See ing the
sacrifices they made to make
me the person I am today makes
me want t o give them th e world
they tried to give me."
Due to his ability to thrive in
th e sport at such a young age ,
his family moved to Dallas ,
where Botley would play for
one of the best traveling teams
in the nation. In fact, Botley's
teammate on the Texas Titans .
Julius Randle . now plays for the
Los Angeles Lakers. The two were
merely inseparable on and off
the court, which explains why
many schools who offered
Botley scholarships only wanted
him with Randle at his side. Bu t
Botley would not accep t being
a shadow as he warranted a
spotlight. He based his decision
to attend Florida Atlantic
University on the fact that they
wanted him to come solo.
" To be given the opportunity
to prove myself as a solo player
was exactly what I wanted and
needed going into my college
career," said Botley.
FAU seemed like the perfect
fit t o pave th e road t o success .
That was until Botley ' s junior year
rolled around and he felt merely
stuck in a posi ti on that did not
provide leverage for progression .
The team was not excelling and
the then 21-year-old could not
afford t o waste any more time.
" I loved it there, I still do. but in
terms of basketball, it was tim e
for a change," said Bo tley.
The player did not have to
look far for th at change. Lynn 's
Assistant Basket ball Coach , Toe
Norwood, approached Botley
regarding an opportunity to
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STORY
HIGH ON THE COURT DURING HIS FINAL SEASON
Transition And His Future Plans While On Route To Success
join the Fighting Knights in their
with open arms.
"It wasn't fear that I had, it
2016-2017 season. Head Coach
was the transition from D l to 02.
Jeff Price , along with Norwood,
It drew in a lot of criticism from
o ffered a place to prosper, the
tools to flourish a th letically and
people on the outside looking
academically and a fairly new
in," Botley said. "But it wasn't
about anybody else, it was
squad to do all of that with .
about me and my career."
"I believed in the vision the
Botley attributes his success
coaches had for me a nd for the
at Lynn to the coaches and
program . I felt like they had a lot
of good pieces to work with and
the teammates he now calls
family . He
I could come in
had a stellar
and complete
season and
the puzzle ."
was named
Degenerating
Sunshine
from Division
State
I to Division
.
Conference
II
fostered
- Marquan Batley, senior Newcomer
apprehension
of the Year.
in Botley's mind,
Additionally, the senior guard
and the minds of those who
earned a spot on the All-SSC
knew his career. The usual teamplayer had to think of himself
Second Team and the All-SSC
and his future, regardless of
Newcomer Team.
"I would love to be able to
everyone else. Botley revealed
model my players after Marquan
to his teammates and his
Botley," said Price . "He handles
coaches at FAU that 2015-2016
himself so well on and off the
would be his final season there
court. He does things the right
and that Lynn welcomed him

"MY PLAN B WAS
TO MAKE PLAN A
WORK."

way, he works hard and he's an
overall great person . Marquan
will be deeply missed."
"Big Shot Bot" has left his
legacy behind him and plans to
continue his basketball career.
The common goal of many
collegiate basketball players is
to play overseas, which is likely
in the cards for Botley. He has
been in contact with multiple
professional sports agents that
want to sign him. The next step is
selecting someone who will assist
Botley in his journey to Italy or
Australia, his top two c hoices .
"A year from now, I want to be
able to call myself a professional
basketball player," said Botley . "I
aspire to be in a position where I
can provide for both myself and
my family through a career in the
sport that shaped me into the
man I am today."
The unfamiliarity will be an
adjustment for Marquan Bo tl ey
but with the support of his family
and friends , his dreams can likely
become a reality .

Above: Batley attributes his success to his parents and their hard work and dedication while raising him. He hopes
to make them proud as he continues his career. M .Botley/LU Phot o.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
DEFENDING DEMOCRACY IN VENEZUELA
OEA General Secretary, Luis Almagro, Pushes For National Change
By ANDRES BARBERY
Staff Writer

process .
As a result of the precarious
conditions in Venezuela , the
General Secretary of the
"Organization of American
Countries " or OEA. Luis Almagro,
is pushing for the country's
suspension .
Almagro has turned in a report
that recommends the suspension
of Venezuela if Presidential
elections are not held during 2017.
if the political prisoners are not

decision. He commented, "The
[American] countries don't have
to rush their decisions. It's good
With time comes challenges and
that they do it according to their
opportunities. For nations. these
own politic a l tim es . We'll respect
are social, economic , political and
their decisions."
educational. However, as time has
In Venezuela, the President
progressed, various countries have
of the National Assembly ,
grown through these challenges
Julio Borges, has said that the
and have taken advantage of the
Opposition
majority will approve
opportunities and infinite blessings
a declaration to support the work
in the ir paths.
of Almagro .
Sadly, in the case of Venezuela ,
On Monday. March 20th .
the last couple of years
Almagro
held
a
have
brought
both
conference before
challenges and increasing
the OEA in which
difficulties. The corruption,
relatives of the three
bad decisions and lack
Opposition leaders
of leadership from the
who
were incarcerated
government have gradually
were
present.
lead the entire Venezuelan
Nevertheless, Almagro
society into a terrible crisis
was interrupted during
that gets worse every day.
Attermomthan 15yea~
the beginning of the
conference by the
of the "Officialdom" rule,
alternative Venezuelan
Venezuelans are tired. Not
Ambassador, Carmen
only that, but they have
Velazquez.
exhausted various resources
"It's an initiative that
to show their discontent,
to make changes and to Above: Almagro speaks out about the challenges that Venezuela solely responds to his
agenda of personal
elect new leaders through has faced and the changes that need to be made . Stock Photo.
hate
towards
a
democratic
means.
liberated and if a humanitarian
member Estate." read Velazquez
Meanwhile. the country and its
channel that alleviates the lack
during the conference.
society are slowly crumbling, falling
of food and medicine is not
Lastly, Lilian Tintori. wife of
deeper and deeper into inflation.
established to help Venezuelans . .· incarcerated opposition leader
Now that the most recent
"We recommend to the
Leopoldo Lopez, was also presen t
attempt of the Venezuelan
[American] Estates that if
in the conference and delivered a
opposition to elect new leaders
Venezuela is going to laugh at
few words about Venezuela.
fell short and with the economy
the other 33, the dictatorship of
"In Venezuela there is no
falling to pieces, Venezuelans are
Venezuela is not worthy of living
democracy. There is Dictatorship .
facing hunger due to the lack of
among the Estates that are present
Defend Democracy in Venezuela,"
food products . People are eating
in this Organization," said Almagro.
said Tintori.
from the garbage and others are
Almagro knows that each
ingesting harmful vegetables in
country might take a different
Opinions expressed in this piece
the hopes that it will satisfy their
amount
of
time
to
provide
a
are that of the reporter.
appetites and not kill them in the
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TECHNOLOGY
APPLE'S NEXT-GEN CAMPUS SET TO OPEN
Apple's New Energy Efficient Headquarters Debuts In April
By DARPAN SHAH
Staff Writer
The construction of Apple's
massive
spaceship-like
headquarters, dubbed Apple
Park, in Cupertino, CA, is
almost complete. Apple Park is
now set to open in April 2017 .
Designed in collaboration with
Foster+ Partners, Apple Park will
be powered by 100 percent
renewable energy .
The shiny new Apple Park, which
looks like a giant spaceship, is
spread over 175 acres of rolling
parkland and is one of the
most energy-efficient buildings
in the world. The site features
a 17-megawatt rooftop solar
array that Apple says is "one of
the largest on-site solar energy
installations in the world."
The newest headquarters of
Apple will be ready for employees
to begin occupying in April. The
process of moving more than
12,000 people will take over six
months and construction of
the buildings and parkland is
scheduled to continue through
the summer.
"Steve's vision for Apple
stretched far beyond his time
with us. He intended Apple Park
to be the home of innovation
for generations to come," said
Tim Cook. Apple CEO . "The
workspaces and parkland are
designed to inspire our team as
well as benefit the environment.
We [have] achieved one of the
most energy-efficient buildings in
the world and the campus will run
entirely on renewable energy."
Jobs would have turned 62 this

past February.
In honor of his
memory and
his enduring
influence on
Apple
and
the
world,
the theater
at Apple park
is named the
Steve Jobs
Theater. Set
to open later
this year, the

~t~~~e~h~7 ~verview of Apple Pork is set to open this coming April.

0

entrance to
research and development
the 1,000-seat auditorium is a
facilities and the Steve Jobs
20-foot-tall glass cylinder, 165 feet
Theater. The parkland offer two
in diameter, supporting a metallic
miles of walking and running
carbon-fiber roof.
paths plus an orchard, meadow
"Steve was exhilarated and
and pond within the ring's interior
inspired by the California
grounds.
landscape, by its light and its
"Steve invested so much of his
expansiveness. It was his favorite
energy in creating and supporting
setting for thought. Apple Park
vital. creative environments. We
captures his spirit uncannily well,"
have approached the design,
said Laurence Powell Jobs, former
engineering and making of our
CEO of Apple, Inc and the widow
new campus with the same
of Jobs.
enthusiasm and design principles
Apple Park is transforming miles
that characterize our products,"
of asphalt sprawl into a haven
said Jony Ive. Apple's chief
of green space in the heart of
design officer. "Connecting
Santa Clara Valley. It replaces 5
extraordinarily
advanced
million square feet of asphalt and
buildings with rolling parkland
concrete with grassy fields and
over 9,000 native and drought- _creates a wonderfully open
resistant trees. The campus' ring- · environment for people to create,
collaborate and work together."
shaped, 2.8 million-square-foot
Built at a cost of $5 billion, Apple
main building is encased entirely
Park will run one of the largest onin the world's largest panels of
site solar energy installations in
curved glass.
the world. It is also the site of the
Apple Park will also include a
world's largest naturally ventilated
visitors center with an Apple store
building, projected to require no
and cote open to the public, a
heating or air conditioning for
100,000-square-foot fitness center
nine months of the year.
for Apple employees, secure
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ATHLETICS

UPCOMING EVENTS
Wellness Wednesdays
3/29 @ 11 :30 a .m . I Lynn Student Center

WOMEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES
SOFTBALL @ Eckerd

Date Time
3/29 7p.m.

SOFTBALL @ Eckerd

4/1

1 p .m .

SOFTBALL @ Eckerd

4/1

3p.m .

4/1

lOa .m .

TENNIS vs. Florida Southern

MEN'S
UPCOMING MATCHES

Time

BASEBALL vs. Rollins

3/31

3p.m.

BASEBALL vs. Rollins

4/1

3p.m .

LACROSSE @Tampa

4/1

3p.m.

4/6

3p.m.

VS.

Florida Tech

Relay For Life Planning Party
3/30 @ 6 p .m. I IBC Second Floor
Snyder Sanctuary Series
3/30 @ 7:30 p.m . I Snyder Sanctuary

Date

TENNIS

Peer Leader Interviews
3/30 @ l p.m . I Knight Court Patio

Conversations With Congress
3/31 @ 12 p.m. I Wold Performing Arts Center

DOWNLOAD OUR APP

Lynn's onllne MBA program
was recently acknowledged
as one of the best onllne
MBA programs In Florida by
the South Florida Business
Journal and by U.S. news
and World Report. Those
Interested in learning more
can visit onllnemba.lynn.
edu. LU Photo.

Find us in the opp store or
scan the QR code

www. ly nnipu l s e . o rg
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NATIONAL NEWS
911 CALLS DROPPED IN DESPERATE TIMES OF NEED
City of Dallas, T-Mobile Attempt To Find Emergency Call Solution
By MATT MAZZAMARO
Staff Writer
The cell phone service company
T-Mobile has faced hot water
recently after a glitch in the
company’s software prevented
callers from reaching 911 on
a number of occasions during
emergency situations.
The situation has mostly affected
countless emergency phone calls
made from the Dallas area, but
could also affect many other areas
in the near future. Recently, a sixmonth-old boy perished after his
babysitter was unable to connect
with 911 when the boy had fallen
unconscious.
However, this was not the
first time glitches had affected
emergency calls. Just days before
the boy’s death, a man died after
it took 20 minutes for his partner
to get through to 911 after being
placed on hold and ultimately
disconnected during multiple call
attempts.
Although this situation only
appears to be happening to
T-Mobile customers, officials suggest
it is not a glitch in the company’s
software after all.
“The root issue [of the emergency
call dilemma] stemmed from a
variety of factors, including Dallas’
aging 911 service technology,”
said Dallas public-information
director Sana Syed. “(It) could
not differentiate between calls on
hold and hang-ups and the way
T-Mobile’s technology interacted
with the system and identified
callers.”
Still, a situation like this should be
alarming for citizens nationwide.

Above: Dallas mayor Mike Rawlings briefing the press on steps being taken to prevent
the re-occurrence of 911 calls being left unanswered. Stock Photo.

Even though it has mostly been
reported as occurring solely in
Dallas, it could happen anywhere.
“When people call 911,
sometimes the situation can be
between life and death,” said
David Halprin, sophomore. “When
you cannot get through to talk to
someone in one of those situations,
it would probably be incredibly
alarming. Something about the
system needs to be fixed as soon
as possible to prevent this from
ever happening again.”
Fittingly, T-Mobile and the city of
Dallas are combining their efforts
to put a stop to the emergency

madness. City officials are
reportedly, “pursuing technology
upgrades,” along with adding a
dozen extra call takers per day,
until the issue is resolved.
“To further assist the call takers,
T-Mobile has made adjustments in
its network to smooth the delivery
of calls to 911,” the city said.
Without a doubt, the uncertainty
surrounding emergency calls in
Dallas leaves room for concern
nationwide. With American citizens
reaching out to 911 every minute,
the country is on high alert until this
potentially dangerous dilemma is
resolved.
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UNIVERSITY STANDOUT REACHES NEW HEIGHT,

Lacrosse Star Austin Jerhoff Recounts His Many Athletic
By CHRISTINA DIABO
Staff Writer
One of the leading goal scorers
from the men’s lacrosse team,
Austin Jerhoff, has been given
the chance to be recognized by
the NLL by signing with the North
Westminster Salmonbellies of Senior
A.
Originally from Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, Jerhoff took up lacrosse
at the young age of four, before
quitting the year after.
“I actually quit [lacrosse] and
then started back up when I was
six,” said Jerhoff, senior. “I played
both hockey and lacrosse until I
finished high school, but I was
around 14 when I realized that
lacrosse was my passion and truly
started to focus on that.”
In fact, Jerhoff was 14 years
old when he first visited Queens
Park, the New Westminster
Salmonbellies’ home arena.
“When I was 14, I got the dream

to play for the ‘Bellies. Ever since
then, I have been working to
achieve that,” said Jerhoff.
This past summer, Jerhoff had
the chance to play and graduate
from Junior A, a league for 16-21
year olds. After that experience,
Jerhoff decided to reach out and
show interest in playing in Senior A,
the tier of the Salmonbellies.
“[The Salmonbellies] were
impressed with my play and
thankfully signed me to their
roster,” said Jerhoff. “This is a
huge step in my lacrosse career,
as playing Senior A ball will help
me gain recognition with NLL
teams, and hopefully will result in
getting drafted to the league in
the upcoming years.”
As a teenager, Jerhoff dreamed
of playing for the Salmonbellies,
and that dream is beginning to
become a reality.
“I always hoped I would play for
Senior A, and I knew I could if I put
the work in,” said Jerhoff. “But the

feeling is still sinking in and still a bit
hard to believe.”
What could potentially be his
last season on the field, Jerhoff is

“WHEN I WAS
14, I GOT THE
DREAM TO PLAY
FOR THE ‘BELLIES.
EVER SINCE
THEN, I HAVE
BEEN WORKING
TO ACHIEVE
THAT.”
- Austin Jerhoff, senior
nothing but humble for being able
to play as a Fighting Knight.
“Lynn has given me a lot of
opportunity to grow my game

Above: Jer hoff stands among his fellow lacrosse team members for a customary pre-game line up photo. LU Photo.
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SIGNS WITH NEW WESTMINSTER SALMONBELLIES
Experiences At Lynn And Looks Forward To Senior Success
both on and off the field,” said
Jerhoff. “Practicing everyday helps
me sharpen my stick skills, whether
it be passing, shooting or catching.
Off the field, Lynn has helped me
a lot, [with] the lacrosse world
being so small, [it] is a tight knit
community and the coaches here
at Lynn have great connections

“THE FEELING IS
STILL SINKING
IN - IT IS STILL
A BIT HARD TO
BELIEVE.”
- Jerhoff
that may help me down the line.”
With all of this excitement
upcoming, this Lynn lacrosse
captain and the team have much
to focus on for the rest of their
season.
“We started off the year with
three wins, one of them being
the biggest win in program history
against Adelphi,” said Jerhoff.
“After that, we hit a couple of
bumps in the road with three loses,
but we are keeping our heads up
and looking towards conference
play, as winning the conference
is our goal.”
With his Lynn career coming
to a close, Jerhoff cannot forget
what Lynn has meant to his growth
both on and off the field. Moving
forward with the Salmonbellies, he
will take many of the lessons he
has learned at Lynn for success
down the road.

Above: Jerhoff joins his teammates on the field during recent seasonal games. LU Photos.
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ENTERTAINMENT
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: MORE THAN IT EVER WAS
Revamping the 1991 Disney Classic With A 21st Century Twist
By CHARLOTTE HANSEN
Staff Writer
Earlier this month, the long
awaited live action movie
“Beauty and the Beast”
premiered in theaters all over
the United States, drawing in
huge crowds as well as being a
box office success.
The film, starring Emma Watson
and Dan Stevens, has been long
anticipated ever since the first
trailers came out in December.
Fans had been longing to see if
both Watson and Stevens would
match up to Paige O’Hara and
Robby Benson, the original
voices of Belle and the Beast.
“They didn’t necessarily match
up because of accents and stuff
like that,” said Kennadi Liang,
freshman. “But they were very
good live action characters,
and they are great actors,
so I would have chosen them
[anyway].”
F o r m a n y Ly n n U n i v e r s i t y
students, they have grown up
with the classic 1991 animated
version of the fairytale, growing
accustomed to seeing Belle
wearing the beautiful yellow
ball gown.
According to an official video
released by Disney, Belle’s
yellow dress had to “…dance
beautifully” as well having
adornments of Swarovski crystals
at the bottom, making it feel
more like a dress that could
float, compared to the 1991
version.
In this revamped version of the
movie, audiences see a whole
new side of the story, as well as

Above: An early favorite for production of the year, the revamped Beauty and the Beast
fails to disappoint. Stock Photos.

some questions now answered
that were not answered in the
original film. Many of these
questions are also related to
both Belle and the Beast’s back
stories, adding in new songs as
well.
Both the costumes and even
the script were altered to fit a
21st century audience, which
most revamps of animated
classics fail to do. But the
biggest revamp was LeFou, one
of the characters and sidekick
to the villain Gaston, who was
revealed to be gay.
Compared to the 1991
original, it was later revealed
though, that this added detail
about the character was to

commemorate Howard Ashman.
The original lyricist for the 1991
film died of AIDS shortly before
the animated movie came out.
Audiences also get to see a
whole new side of Belle, learning
more about her back story and
even getting to see a more
tomboyish, adventurous side of
her in terms of her costumes and
attitude. She still gets to wear
the gorgeous yellow dress, but
there is a practicality to it.
“It is nice to see women
depicted in a less narrow way,
having a variety of skill sets,”
said Sue Kornfeld, academic
tutor. “They are less objectified;
it sounds like [that is] what they
did in this new film.”
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TECHNOLOGY
NINTENDO’S NEXT GENERATION OF GAMING
The Electronic Giant’s Latest Release Receives Mixed Reviews

By KAITLIN ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer
After seeing lukewarm results
from the Wii U, Nintendo has
tried to climb the ladder to
dominance in the gaming
industry with the recent release
of the Nintendo Switch.
For Nintendo, the Switch may
simply be the step in the right
direction to retur n them to
gaming glory. From the day it
was released, the console saw
immediate success across the
board.
According to Nintendo, the
Switch was estimated to have
shipped over 1.5 million units in
the first two weeks of launch.
This makes the Switch the
fastest-selling home console
in gaming history, with very
strong sales in Europe and North
America.
Thanks to the amazing sales
of the Switch, Nintendo has
found a way to cover the
past mistakes of 2014, where
the company saw major
financial losses due to the Wii
U and growth of mobile gaming
overall. The past president,
Satoru Iwata, had actually
encouraged a focus on mobile
gaming, instead of trying to
make Nintendo executives think
outside of the box in gaming.
Without tur ning the system
on, the Switch itself has one of
the most innovative designs for
a gaming system. Considered
to be a hybrid video gaming
console, the Switch offers
the new Joy-Con wireless
controllers.

In particular, the Joy-Con
includes the standard buttons
of a controller, two joy sticks for
user input and motion sensors.
For maneuverability, the JoyCon controllers attach to either
side of the console and can be
removed easily. When removed,
the controllers work similarly to
Wii remotes.
To pique interest in the Switch,
the “Legend of Zelda Breath of
the Wild” game was released
to accompany the console.
Nonetheless, the flaws of the
Switch are shown in this game
alone.
For example, “Breath of the
Wild” looks exactly the same
on both the W ii U and the
Switch graphically. Before
release, Nintendo implied that
the Switch version of the game
would be far superior visually to
the Wii U version.
On both consoles, “Breath
of the Wild” fails to exceed 30
frames per second, while the
Switch runs in 1080, and the
Wii U runs in 720p. As a result,
the biggest problem with this
game and console have been

the frame rate issues. With all
the hype the Switch received
pri or to l aunch, one woul d
assume it should be significantly
superior to the Wii U version,
yet expectations are not being
met.
Still, the Nintendo Switch is
the main focus in the gaming
industry right now. W ith the
Switch being in its early stages,
gaming fans alike should
be excited for upcoming
developments on the console
taking the world by storm.

Above: The aesthetically pleasing look of Nintendo’s cutting-edge product, Switch.
Stock Photos.
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Lynn’s Burton D. Morgan School of Aeronautics is paving the way in
innovative flight training with the introduction of its new Redbird FMX
flight simulating technology. Read more about the program’s cutting
edge technology by visiting lynn.edu/lynn-magazine. LU Photo.

ATHLETICS

UPCOMING EVENTS
Conversation With Congress Presentation
3/31 @ Noon | Wold Performing Arts Center

WOMEN’S
NEXT GAME

Date

Time

TENNIS @ Eckerd

3/31

2 p.m.

SOFTBALL @ Eckerd

3/31

7 p.m.

4/1

10 a.m.

TENNIS vs. Florida Southern

Master Class: Martin Kuuskman Concert
3/31 @ 7 p.m. | AG Concert Hall

MEN’S
NEXT GAME

Conservatory Student Recital
3/31 @ 2 p.m. | AG Concert Hall

Date

Time

TENNIS @ Eckerd

3/31

2 p.m.

BASEBALL vs. Rollins

3/31

3 p.m.

BASEBALL vs. Rollins

4/1

Noon

Read about Lynn’s technological advancements
and commitment to innovation by visiting Lynn
Magazine’s ‘Keeping Campus Top-Notch’ online
at lynn.edu/lynn-magazine. LU Photo.

Game Club Hatsume Fair
4/1 @ 10 a.m. | Morikami Japanese Gardens
Guest Bassoonist Martin Kuuskman Concert
4/1 @ 7:30 p.m. | AG Concert Hall

